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DeRosa to be inciuciurated
tomorrow as 23rd President
~

Tl

—

Hoping to avoid the problems
that plaugued student elections in
the past, UOP is using new proce
dures on April 23 and 24 to con
duct the four-way race for the
ASUOP presidency.

Meet the ASUOP
Presidential
candidates
page 3
Ren Bee, Amie Doolittle,
• artha Scott-Johnson and Alexia
• jerne are this year's candidates
'or the top student government job
on campus which pays $3,000.
Brittany Butts, ASUOP elec
tions coordinator, said she expects
a greater voter turnout this year in
comparison to last year when pub
licity was almost non-existent and
•here was only one ASUOP presi
dential candidate on the ballot.
Last year we only had 200 people
v°te," she said.
ASUOP is requiring that all
candidates have the dates, times
and locations of polling stations
°n their banners and flyers. There
See Students page 3
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Karen and Donald DeRosa haw made their mark in their first six months on campus

Inauguration Week Coverage

•Analysis of DeRosa s first year, page 6
•Inauguration schedule, page 7
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Mayor: Stockton safer than thought
Weekly news for the UOP community since 19%

SANDY DENHAM
Pacifican staff writer
Outgoing Stockton Mayor Joan
Darrah is urging UOP students to put
aside their knee-jerk fears about trav
eling through the city and recognize
that the school's future depends in
part on the community.
Darrah, addressing a UOP jour
nalism class, said she heard reports
that UOP students are commonly told
not to venture south of Harding way
because it is not safe.
"If I was on student government,
I would try to find out where this
negative attitude is coming from,"
said Darrah. "Once Stockton's image
improves, then more people will ap
ply to UOP."
The school should not overreact
to statistics that show most campus
crime comes from outsiders.
"I hope that you do not build a
fence around the university," Darrah
said.
In her seven years, Darrah has
tackled many problems in Stockton
including crime, which she calls one
of her proudest accomplishments.
"We've had major decreases in
crime," said Darrah. "If you look-at
the crime rates of 1995 and 1994, we
have had a major 15 percent decrease
in crime."
The southeast and southwest ar
eas have seen a drastic 39 to 50 per
cent drop she said.
She attributes the drop to com
munity-oriented policing and neigh
borhood betterment committees. In
these programs, residents work to
gether with the Stockton Police De-
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Editorial Staff

partment and the city staff in order
to set goals for the changes wanted
in the community.
The betterment committees have
sought out grants in order to be able
to put in sensored lighting around
houses and have also come together
to kick out drug lords.
The residents have even individu
ally taken the drug leaders to small
claims court and won, forcing the
dealers to clean up the neighborhood
by either moving out or cleaning up
their act.
Mayor Darrah, who is a UOP
alumna and also served on the Board
of Regents for 13 years, is not a Stock
ton native although her husband,
retired Judge Jim Darrah, is a fourth
generation Stocktonian.
Originally from Los Angeles,
Darrah attended Radcliffe College in
Cambridge, Mass. After two years, she
transferred to UC Berkeley and gradu
ated in 1956. Darrah received her
Masters from Stanford in 1961 and
received her EDS from UOP.
She has remained very active
within the University, working
closely with past presidents Stanley
McCaffrey and Bill Atchley, as well as
new president Donald DeRosa.
"1 think that [the relationship
between Stockton and the university]
was quite good with President
McCaffrey. He brought together the
university with the community with
leadership...I don't think it was as
good during the Atchley presidency
as the McCaffrey," said Darrah.
Darrah is hopeful that President
DeRosa will have the same positive
outreach to the community as did
McCaffrey.
Darrah's term ends in January
1997 and she is working with Mayor-
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procedures to be used as students vote on new ASUOP president

Jshued from page 1

Ml

Page 3

^also
IJC »»*' two forums scheduled and an
j was placed in the Pacifican, ac
vrding to Butts. She hopes that these
s
£ Ultics will increase voter turnout.
After last semester's scandal with
ide Homecoming King and Queen
(lections, ASUOP is taking precau
tions to insure a similar incident
joesn't occur. During the elections
wr Homecoming, several students
ioted more than once. There were
also rumors of the ballot box being
stuffed. The votes had to be thrown
out and the King and Queen were
jiosen by a committee based on their
applications and interviews.
For this year's ASUOP elections
there will only be one ballot box and
one name check off sheet, said Butts.
There will never be a time when
there are two polling stations open,"

SI

she said.
upcoming Senate changes, and how
When a student votes, they will
they would serve the students. When
be asked to show their student ID card
asked why students should vote for
and write their Social Security num
them, the candidates' responses were
ber on the ballot. Workers at the poll
aimed directly at students.
"I'm just like
ing stations will
you guys," said
compare the ID
After last semester's
Bee. "I have the
number on the
same opinions as
card with the one
scandal with the
you guys."
on the ballot to
Homecoming King and
"I'm not afraid
make sure no one
Queen elections, ASUOP is to stand up for
votes twice.
what I believe in,"
On April 11,
taking precautions to
said Doolittle, also
Bee, Doolittle and
insure a similar incident stating that she
Stjerne faced off in
doesn't occur.
was very opena forum held in the
minded.
McCaffrey Center
"I've shown
during
Pacific
what I have to offer," said Stjerne.
Hour. Scott-Johnson elected not to
"I'm here to serve you, the students."
attend and participate, said Butts.
Undergraduate students, includ
In front of a sizable crowd, they
ing pharmacy students, will be able
discussed aspirations for the future,

to vote on April 23 and 24. Polling
times and locations are as follows:
• Tuesday, April 23, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.: McCaffrey Center
• Tuesday, April 23, 4 p.m. to 7
p.m.: Elbert Covell Dining Hall
• Wednesday, April 24, 9 a.m. to
1:30 p.m.: Pharmacy School
• Wednesday, April 24. 4 p.m. to
7 p.m.: Grace Covell Dining Hall
Election results will be an
nounced and posted in the McCaffrey
Center at 12 noon on Thursday. April
25.
•The |ASUOP| office is really ex
cited because there is competition
this year," said Butts. "Hopefully stu
dents will vote and choose the best
candidate for the job."

Meet the candidates
Alexia Stjerne

Am/'e Doolittle
Amie Doolittle is a junior business
major.
Doolittle is currently sitting on
the search committee for a new UOP
employee. She was the only student
representative on a committee which
recently rewrote UOP's mission state
ment. Doolittle said the work with
the mission statement enabled her to
build strong relations and voice stu
dent concerns with administrators.
She feels the ties she has with vari
ous members of the university as well
as her leadership qualities have more
than prepared her for the position of
ASUOP president.
Doolittle has several goals she
would strive for as president. Boost
ing school involvement and spirit is
a priority to her. She also wants to
make the Senate more efficient.
Doolittle wants to make two

Undergratuate students,
including pharmacy
dudents, will be able to
vote on April 23 and 24.
Polling times and
locations are as follows:
* Tuesday, April 23,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.:
McCaffrey Center
* Tuesday, April 23,
* p.m. fo 7 p.m.:
Albert Covell Dining Hall
* Wednesday, April 24,
* a.m. to 1:30 p.m.:
Pharmacy School
* Wednesday, April 24,
4 p.m. to 7 p.m.:
Grace Covell Dining Hall

changes to improve student life. Shewants to keep all students informed
of what is going on in ASUQP by publishing a weekly column in 1 he
Pacifican. Also, UPBEAT activities
during Pacific hour every week could
benefit student life. Publicity and
advertising at student events would
be improved to increase attendance.

Alexia Stjerne is a junior at UOP.
She is a business major with an em
phasis in marketing/management.
As a freshman she was Grace
Covell's Community Council Presi
dent and the class representative for
the Student Association of Business.
She has also been an ASUOP senator
representing the Business school and
the ASUOP parliamentarian. Stjerne
was the president of SASBPA in the
Business school for two years. She also
serves as the student representative
for the Eberhardt School of Business
Curriculum committee and the
school's graduation coordinator. She
has served on the sexual harassment
committee and the alcohol review
committee for UOP
Stjerne is the vice president of
membership for Delta Delta Delta so
rority. She is a member of the busi-

ness fraternity Delta Sigma Pi and has
served as vice president of profes
sional activities, pledge class presi
dent and senior vice president
Stjerne said she has many leader
ship experiences and qualities that
would aid UOP. She believes it is time
to implement new ideas and make
ASUOP a leading force on campus.

Martha Scott
Johnson

Ren Bee
Ren Bee is a freshman, pre-pharmacy major. He believes that he is a
qualified candidate for the position
of president because he had experi
ences in all student government po
sitions. In high school, he was presi
dent, vice-president, secretary/trea
surer, parliamentarian, and even class
representative in various clubs. Due
to his past experience, he believes
that he is capable of handling the
position.
If elected, he will try to encour
age students to take part in both stu
dent government and school spon
sored activities. Surveys will be taken
in order to find out what the students
desire in terms of activities. If pos
sible, the requests will be granted.

Mi

Martha Scott Johnson declined the
opportunity to submit a description
of her qualifications and opinions.

V

Bee's goal is to have activities that are
enjoyable and that the government
be run by the people. Decisions on
issues will be made in accordance
with the people's interests, and not
in self interest.

469-2300
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Car wash to benefit
scholarship fund
Delta Delta
Delta will hold it's
annual car wash
this Saturday,
April 20 to ben
efit the Mary
Pattinson Schol
arship fund.
Pattinson, a
1993 UOP graduate and Delta Delta
Delta alumna, died in the summer of
1993 while swimming in the
Stanislaus River with friends. While
attending the University, Pattinson
was active on campus as a Panhellenic
officer and as a little sister for a fra
ternity.
In her honor, the Phi Rho chap
ter of Delta Delta Delta established a
scholarship to be awarded to an out
standing Greek student at UOP. Not
yet large enough to be awarded, the
women continue to hold fund-rais
ers to support the scholarship's
growth. All proceeds from this
weekend's car wash will be donated
to the scholarship fund.
The car wash will be held from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Firestone next
to Delta College on Pacific Avenue.
Donations will be accepted. For more
information, call 946-9315.

H

lesus Week 1996

ible story.Jesus Week 1996 is a chance
to meet new friends, have tons of fun
and get those pressing questions an
swered.

Forum explores
changes in Russia's
market
The April 23 Tuesday World Fo
rum will feature UOP's visiting lec
turer from Russia talking about the
impact of current market activities in
her homeland.
Elena Savelieva is from the Uni
versity of St. Petersburg and will dis
cuss "Russia: Black Market, Gray Mar
ket, Red Market." The talk is from
noon to 1 p.m. in Bechtel Interna
tional Center. Lunch is free to UOP
students and a $2 to $3 donations for
others.

Business talk features
noted police chief
Rueben Greenberg, chief of police
of Charleston, S.C. will speak at the
Pacific Business Forum on Wednes
day, April 24 from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. The title
of his talk is "Community Crime and
Your Bottom Line."
Greenberg is the author of "Let's
Lake Back our Streets," a guest colum
nist for several newspapers and a fre
quent guest on national talk shows
to discuss urban crime and preven
tion. He has a reputation as a highly
successful, tough-on crime leader
whose efforts have been a significant
factor in Charleston's recent eco
nomic and cultural development.
Greenberg was the first black po
lice chief in Charleston. He is the re
cipient of the 1989 Achievement
Award from the Foundation for Im
provement of Justice, the 1991 Jus
tice Professional of the Year named
by the Southern Criminal Justice As
sociation, and the 1994 Free Spirit
Award form the Freedom Forum.
The Pacific Business Forum is pre
sented by the Eberhardt School of
Business and is free and open to the
public.

1996 is an annual activity-filled week
that s jam-packed with fun and
chances to find answers to tough
questions.
On April 22, the week begins with
a concert of prayer at 7:30 p.m. in
George Wilson Hall. On April 23, you
can take a study break and come to
the Regent's Dining Room to hear
some groovin' music, drink some free
coffee and listen to a panel discus
sion.
On April 24, go to the Grace Ti
ger Lounge and listen to Dr. Williams
discuss the Anthropic Principle, then
answer questions. April 25, at 12
noon, come to the McCaffrey Center
and hear the speakers tell stories
about their life-changing experiences.
April 26, at 8 p.m. go to the Z
The University of the Pacific
building and hear the powerful mes
Women invite all women connected
sage of former UOP football star Dar
with UOP to a spring luncheon on
win Benjamin as he tells his incred
Saturday, May 4, at 11:30 a.m. at the

University Women
hold spring luncheon

President's House.
Those who attend are asked to
bring a salad to share. Reservations
should be made with Jean Hamernik,
941-94868, or Jean Whitaker, 9517610 by April 26.
Following the luncheon, a short
meeting is scheduled for organiza
tional purposes and to plan activities
for 1996-97 school year.

Baroque Ensemble to
play at Haggin
Museum
The Baroque Ensemble will per
form at Haggin Museum on Sunday,
April 21, at 3 p.m.
Performers are emeritus Professor
Charles Schilling on his harpsichord,
UOP Symphony Orchestra principal
cellist Allison Allard, emeritus Profes
sor Warren van Bronkhorst on violin,
Carol van Bronkhorst on flute, and
mezzo soprano and 1967 UOP
alumna Virginia Chen.
Admission is free. Donations to
the museum in Victory Park are en
couraged.

Pro fessors receive
scholarly and artistic
grants
Scholarly and Artistic activity
Grants were given to the following
professors by the Faculty research

Committee:
Martha Welborn Bowskv n
au
; "GeJfa"d' a"; CamilfcKL
English; Lydia Fox, geology*?
ography; William Kane civil
neering; Xiaoling Li, pharmacy i"
Spreer, chemistry; and Barbara'
sociology and anthropology.

Express yourself!'
Anderson Y dav
camp
The Ander
son Y Center is
sponsoring an
other of its occa
sional Saturday
Partners in Edu
cation
day
camps on the
UOP campus on
April 27 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The camp is themed "Express
Yourself!" It is for children ages seven
to 12 and costs $25. Scholarships are
available. Children are asked to brine
a lunch; snacks will be provided
The day camp is staffed by UOP
students participating in the ROAD
drug and alcohol prevention pro
gram. A similar camp is offered on the
campus for the same age group dur
ing the summer for three two week
sessions.
Registration will be taken at the
Anderson Y Center until April 24. Call
(209) 946-2444 to register and for
more information

Crime Report
BURGLARY
Wendell Phillips Center-April 10Computer ($1600)
THEFT
Lot #4-April 4-VehicIe spoiler taken
from a brown Honda Accord ($250)
Classroom-April 10-Petty cash &
computer software ($765)
VANDALISM
Grace Covell-April 5-Broken win
dow
Stagg Stadium-April 6-Glass over fire
extinguishers broken
Stadium Drive-April 9-Unknown(s)
keyed 91 blue Toyota 4-runner
MISCELLANEOUS
Mormon Parking Lot-April 4 -Hit
and run

Southwest Hall-April 4-Battery
Manor Hall-April 5-Resisting arrest
DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of time, Public
Safety officers provided 118 hours
of foot patrol and 36 hours of bie
patrol to the campus, provided 6 es
corts, found 10 open windows
doors, contacted 6 suspicious pc
sons, and investigated 11 suspioo
circumstances, and cited 2 indivi
als with open alcohol containe
Officers also assisted 11 stran
motorists.
If you have any inquires abou
of the information provided i
report, you are encouraged to
tact Jerry L. Houston, Ass0(?7537
rector of Public Safety at 94 o r E x t e n s i o n 2 5 3 7 f r o r n c a _^
phones. You may also ca V fa
mously to report any suspici
cumstances or persons.

T
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|UOP men happy with high female population
christi

neill

pacifican staff writer

r
I
I
I
I
I
'

Many male students are happy
,wut the situation. Female students
•on't seem to care. And UOP admin,;rators say they aren't surprised that
OP, like many private schools, has
3[ more female students than male.
"In the last five years women
jve far outnumbered men attendt colleges and universities nationde. "It's not just UOP," said Ed
hoenberg, dean of admissions,
UOP's undergraduate student
nxly enrollment for 1995-96 is com^scd of 56 percent women and 44
percent men. According to U.S. News
ind World Report, other private uniersities are quite similar.
St. Mary's has 54 percent women
and 46 percent men, Santa Clara Unirsity has 52 percent women and 48
rcent men and at Pepperdine Uniersity in Malibu, California 58 per
cent of the students are women while
only 42 percent are men.
Schoenberg attributes the imbal
ance to several major reasons. He said

there is a larger number of women
who graduate from high school than
men, and there are just more women
in the world then men. It also has to
do with who is attracted to higher
education.
Junior Noel Moser said the trend
shows how things have changed in
America.
"I think that it's kind of cool be
cause before women weren't ex
pected to go to college. Now there are
lots of women," she said.
Senior Denise Wozney said, "It's
more typical for women to go to a
smaller school because they do bet
ter with more individual attention
and want a more personalized edu
cation."
Schoenberg agreed, saying more
women go to smaller schools because
of the warmth.
The men at UOP seem to like the
fact that there are more women here.
"For a single guy it's great, but it
didn't affect my decision to come
here to UOP," said sophomore Greg
Manhire.
"It definitely improves the aca-

cartoon by IratA fUHerty

Fraternities feel the "male/female ratio' crunch
demic environment with more
women here because it gives you
something to stare at when you're In
class," said sophomore Michael
Paulley.
"I love that there are more
women here than men," said fifthyear senior Raoul Duke.

"I enjoy women, especially my
positive experiences with them. Here,
at UOP, 1 can expand my knowledge
of women, how they walk, talk, and
move. It all adds up to the perfect sur
rounding, one that is both enticing
and at the same time educational."
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•t the Oak Park les Arena
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ARENA
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IK u<miih m
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UOP classes seem to be predominantly female.
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Spotlight: Inauguration

The

Pacifi,

Year One for DeRosa: Winning over critics,
making tough decisions, battling hectic schedules
DAVID OTTENFELD
Pacifican staff writer
"We suffered through Atchley.
And now we're going to pick another
buffoon."
Regent Jim McCargo made that
prediction in 1994 after The Board of
Regents voted him out as vice chair
man of the Board. The board ap
peared unlikely to pick a successor to
outgoing UOP President Bill Atchley
who would be open to change.
McCargo says he has changed his
opinion since then. The reason: UOP
President Donald Vitale DeRosa has
won over McCargo and many mem
bers of the University community
with his first-year job performance.
"I think he did a very good job
because there was a lot of work that
had to be done," said McCargo. "We
had a school that was very unorga
nized, that had a lot of transitions."
After almost a year in office, Presi
dent DeRosa will be officially inau
gurated on April 19. Many feel that
this year was a successful first year for
the new president, one marked by
some accomplishments, controversial
decisions, and a hectic schedule.
He has taken the "honeymoon"
period often allotted to a new presi
dent and stretched it from last July,
when he began, up to today.
Judith Chambers, vice president
for student life, has seen the
president's work ethic first hand.
"He's highly organized. He's a vi
sionary. And he's building a very
strong administration," said Cham
bers. "He's an excellent speaker that

relates well with people. In a short
period of time, he's made a very posi
tive impact on the Stockton commu
nity."
Douglas M. Tedards, an associate
professor from the English Depart
ment, was on the selection commit
tee that recommended DeRosa. He is
impressed by DeRosa's style and ap
proach.
"He's engaging. He's charming.
He's thoughtful," said Tedards. "He's
someone you can disagree with, and
know that it won't hurt the relation
ship that's there."
The president has made himself
a more noticeable figure on campus
than past presidents. He often stops
to speak with UOP students.
"I think he makes a real good at
tempt to get to know students," said
ASUOP President Christie Dickey.
"He interacts with students very
well."
Herb Reinelt who as chair of the
Academic Council, serves as a liaison
between the faculty and the admin
istration, also speaks of DeRosa's vis
ibility.
"He's probably had a better rela
tionship with students than any
president in recent years, probably
the last 25 years, making more of an
effort to get out, get to know students,
interact with students, and respond
to students," said Reinelt.
DeRosa's quest to learn from
people has propelled him to talk to
students on their own turf.
"He eats regularly in our dining
hall...," said Chambers. "He interacts

DeRosa at the Diversity Week activities held last month.

DeRosa addresses a newswriting class in November 1995.
with the university extremely well.
He has already spent an incredible
amount of time with students."
Much of DeRosa's time in his first
year was spent on trying to find some
one for the position of provost.
DeRosa said his selection of Philip
Gilbertson of Vanderbilt University
was one of the high points of her first
year.
"To have that person here before
the year concluded indicates a sense
of accomplishment, but it also indi
cates his feeling of optimism for the
future of Pacific," DeRosa told the
Pacifican as he reflected on his first
year at UOP.
The biggest issue to cross DeRosa's
desk was the fate of Division 1 Foot
ball at UOP.
"If there was any issue that was a
tough one to try and work through,
as the Board [of Regents] worked
through it, it was the issue on trying
to have some resolution to the mat
ter related to football," said DeRosa.
"That was very painful. It was pain
ful for the board."
Losing football in his first year
was difficult to face. But according to
DeRosa, it had to be done.
"This wasn't Don DeRosa's deci
sion. It was a board decision which I
supported," said DeRosa. "I was a

newcomer at this, and I tried to i
derstand it well, but the financ
implications of trying to continu
especially next year, were going to
devastating to the institution.
DeRosa stressed he still is an as
supporter of UOP athletics.
"I think we need to streng
_
the athletic program, the existing
grams, and make sure that they
as firm and competitive as they
be," said DeRosa. "Then, lo°
again, at a way that we mig P <
football that would be manag^ ^
for Pacific, and there are option
I believe we could consider.
UOP professors are paid less
professors at other prominen ]p ^
universities. DeRosa said he J*
w
steps, with the help of p'. . . f;veto
come up with a strategic in'•1 ^
increase faculty salaries wi
next five to seven years.
.^
"The current facility ar^ P aI1d
than at comparable institu i • ^
I think that they work very
are a very dedicated group
viduals," said DeRosa.
on
DeRosa applauds the a> ^ j,
their hard work and says t
^on
a good relation with the pr°
campus. -J
See

New Preside P09'

»
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yevv president hopes to stay at UOP until retirement
ftinued

from page 6
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"The interactions with the faculty
,ve all been very positive," said
Ogosa. "I personally think we have
terrific faculty. I've never seen a
oup of people more committed to
udents than I see here. But I feel it's
jt of our culture to give to our stug

jits."

There have been setbacks for
.Rosa. He is disappointed that enjlment has gone down slightly this
ardue the graduating students and
e loss of football. After budgeting
tothe max of expectations," he sees
,at the University needs to make
ranges in order to sustain the Uniersity at a high level of standards.
"If there's any disappointment, it
as been in the sense that we have
it been prudent in our budgeting,
ir have we found ways to begin to
sess the appropriate base budget for
ill of what we do at the University.
:'s going to come with time, and
ihere's some culture we have to
:hange," said DeRosa.
"We've gotten used to the kind
if budget that puts us on what I call
thin ice' to some extent, and we're
aking steps to correct that right
sow," DeRosa added.
DeRosa is widely admired for havng a vision, a well-thought out sense
(where the University should go in
' she future, something that his prede
cessors lacked.
"Obviously, he's working dili
gently towards making sure we can
jet started on a thorough examina
tion of where the University is and
(here it ought to go, and following
ill the various facets of the Univer% in that process," said Robert
Monagan, chairman of the Board of
Agents.
The Board of Regents supports
^Rosa and his desire to improve the
university and give shape to its fu
ture.
"I think he's very sincere in what
Ite's trying to do for the university,
ind he is working very hard to bring
s°nte new direction to it," said
'tonagan.
The job of president calls for good
?ublic relations skills as well. There0r«, DeRosa must be careful at times
11 the way he responds to issues he
aces.
"I think you have to be a little
tore cautious, not necessarily
toded, which I know many presients are, and I should probably be
"ore cautious," said DeRosa. "My
latural tendency is to be pretty open
"d let people know what's on my
"jod and listen to what's on their
"ind. I think you're in the spotlight
"d everything you say is heard."
DeRosa recently won high praise
0rh Stockton Mayor Joan Darrah for

(

doing a better job than the previous
presidents in smoothing relations
between UOP and Stockton. As a
member of the San Joaquin Partner
ship he reviews future developments
and makes decisions about Stockton's
direction will take is part of being a
member.
He represents the University at
the meetings which also helps in cre
ating future opportunities for UOP.
Still he thinks improvements can be
made.
"It's been more limited than I've
wanted it to be," said DeRosa. "I ac
tually am hoping, and expecting, to
be much more engaged in the com
munity."
Peers and mentors at Bowling
Green University were first to encour
age him to ponder the possibility of
becoming president of a university.
For DeRosa, the next logical step af
ter being a provost is to be president.
"I felt so positive. 1 had an instinc
tual feeling about this university,"
said DeRosa. "Its needs, its hopes, its
goals, and my background and my
strengths. It actually was a feeling,
and normally that's not the way I
operate."
Tedards also believes that DeRosa
needs to improve certain things to
become more decisive.
"I'd like him to trust his instincts
and perhaps be more decisive, in
terms of making a decision or exer
cising his leadership and feeling con
fident that he will get the support he
needs to make tough decisions," said
Tedards.

DeRosa(r) congratulates Dr. Eugene Pearson at Convocation last month
DeRosa suffered through many
long hours during the first few
months of the fall semester. He was
busy catching red eye flights to vari
ous locations to speak to alumni
groups around the country. "I'm a
person who usually survives pretty
well on about six hours of sleep a
night," said DeRosa. "I've always been
able to manage that in some fashion
or another. I think having many
things that we're working on simul
taneously have produced some of the
stress that's normal with a position
such as this."
Being president is not a one man
job to DeRosa. It's a job that needs
Help from other people in order to
make things run smoothly.
"It's not just me," said DeRosa.
"It's everyone. It's this administrative

team that I'm putting together. It's
the deans, the faculty and the staff. I
can help energize them to seek the
possibilities that Pacific has. And
that's where I feel it won't be me,
necessarily, but it would be every
one."
Last semester, DeRosa told mem
bers of a basic newswriting class that
he hoped to stay at UOP until he re
tires. He says he hasn't changed his
mind.
"There has never been a day that
I've even looked back and had sec
ond thoughts about our decision to
come here," DeRosa said. "I would
hope that I'd be here for many, many
years, and that's my goal. And I hope
that folks will want me here for that
long."

Inaugural Activities
Thursday, April 7 8
Founder's Day
Heritage Society Luncheon. David L.
Warren, President of the National Asso
ciation of Independent Colleges and
Universities, will speak on "Riding the
Tiger of Change." $12.50 per person by
reservation. 12 noon. Raymond Great
Hall. Call 946-2294 for more informa
tion.
Leadership Symposium. With Jonathan
Brown, President of Association o In
dependent California Colleges and Uni
versities and UOP alumnus; Dr. Michael
Ferrari, President of Drake L nivcrslD''
and Dr William Moran, Chancellor
Emeritus of University of North Caro
lina at Greensboro as the featured panel.
Respondents include UOP professors Dr.
Herbert Reinelt and Dr. Lydia Fox, as
well as Dean of Admissions Edward
Schoenberg and ASUOP Tres.dent
Christie Dickey. 2:30 p.m. Recital Hall.
Reception to follow in Choral Room;
$5.95 per person.

on "Special Education in a Federal Repub
lic: From Washington With Love?" 6 p.m.
Stockton Hilton (Reception at 5:15 p.m.).
For specific details and reservations con
tact the Benerd School of Education
Dean's office at 946-2556.
Inaugural Concert. Featuring the Univer
sity Symphony Orchestra, Conservatory
of Music choruses, soloists and ensembles
in a special program. 8 p.m. Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. Reception to follow in Buck
Hall.
"The American President." 8 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Theatre. $3 adults;
$ 1.50 children; free to UOP students with
valid ID cards.

Friday, April 19
Inaugural Academic Procession. Led by
University Mace Bearer, the Platform
Party, and the Institutional Delegates.
9:45 a.m. Throughout campus.
Inaugural Ceremony. Featuring President
DeRosa's Inaugural Address. 10:30 a.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

sic of Midnight Voices. 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Campus Mall (between Knoles Hall
and the McCaffrey Center). Sponsored
by ASUOP.
Inaugural Open House. 2:30 p.m. to 4
p.m. President's Residence.
Drama performance Of "The Lady's Not
for Burning." 8 p.m. DeMarcus Brown
Studio Theatre. $8 general admission; $4
faculty, staff, students.
"The American President." 8 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Theatre. $3 adults;
$1.50 children; free to UOP students
with valid ID cards.

Saturday, April 20
Pacific Boardwalk. Including bungee
runs, bounce houses, caricatures, sumo
wrestling, Velcro walls, food booths and
more. Featuring the music of "Bobby
Warren and the Dangerous Band."
"The JVmerican President." 8 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Theatre. $3 adults;
$1.50 children; free to UOP students
with valid ID cards.
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•tw of Cultures

America: Mixture of
lany cultures
ICE OF INTERNATIONAL
iRAMS
After living for almost four years
[ the United States, I still find it hard
[ define the American culture. There
tmany different races, communiSand ethnic groups living within
i big block of society, who share
i few cultural aspects.
To talk about the American cul> means to talk about the Polish,
Africans, the Native Americans,
: Irish, the Hispanics and many,
ny others.
However, if I was asked to define
ericans, 1 don't think that would
r very hard to answer. Americans,
n my perspective, are active people
ho don't like to waste too much of
:ir time.
They try to make the best of their
s. They are punctual, always on

time, keeping up with whatever ap
pointments they have. They are very
casual during their everyday life.
Except when it is a special occa
sion, t-shirts and jeans are preferred
by most Americans. They tend to love
fast food: hamburgers, fries and pizza
are consumed in huge amounts in
this country.
Even though Americans love eat
ing, they continuously obsess about
dieting. They exercise, jog and play
sports all the time just to have an
ideal, good-looking body. In general,
American life is a fast, growing and
active life.
If you have a story or perspective
that you would like to share about a
particular culture of the world, please
contact Staci, coordinator of ROC,
Office of International Services, 9462246.

DIVINE DESIGNS

JiolidayJiappening
(Everyday)
Ethnic and Eclectic Designs
Incense
!udy &

Joy Cruikshank

Silver

Jewelry

171 West Adams Street
Stockton. California 95204

Affordable Price

(209) 942-3226

etc.

10% discount to students

STOCKTON

Special Discounts «TOC*TOM
For Weddings
nS*Twa im
Proms
utm
Cruises
Quinceafteras STUDENT DISCOUNT

SnrtX..,.

rCEMAL

PORTER

!(S

ll'tXIRS: MON- THUR 5-2
FRIDAY NOON - 2
SAT & SUN 7 - 2

WTTO btuopttip

WOT TO BS UBEO WTTH AWT OTKKM D»COUWT

STOCKTON ROCKS
SPORTS BAR & NITECLUB

Pebbles and Bam-Bam
Dear Pebbles and Ham-Bam,
Is it truly possible to be a bom again
virgin? Whenever I go to ftat parties I
end up drinking too much and I wake up
the next day naked and feeling used.
Ma}be it's because I flirt too much, but
I'm very expressive. I never mean to sleep
with these guys, but they always seem
to get the best of me. I know what I'm
doing and it doesn't bother me until the
next day. What should I do?
One Night Stand

threw it at the wall, arul it stuck. Was
the wall sticky, or was it the underwear?
But I had a breakthrough last week. Af
ter keeping the clock on his cleanliness,
it took him a week and three days to
shower. I told him afterwards that he
should shower more, and maybe step up
with some SOS pads and Ajax to cleanse
his distasteful self. If he doesnt stop his
emanating scent. I'll freak out Kramer
style. Help me.
Mr. Clean

Dear One Night Stand,
You need to get control of your
life this very moment. You have sunk
into the world of a whore, and now
guys will only talk to you because
they know you're friendlier than the
other girls. You may have a drinking
problem If you lose control that way.
You are only hurting yourself, espe
cially since STD's are around and you
never know who's got them. If you
can't control your drinking, either go
to the Health Center or check out an
AA meeting. There you may be able
to find some help.

Dear Mr. Clean,
Apparantly your roommate has
some bad habits he needs to shake.
First of all you need to consider his
upbringing. Is he from Turlock, or has
he hung out In the backwoods too
long? Those are questions to ponder,
but you have to understand that he
is in need of help. Maybe you need
to show him how to be clean and re
spect himself. Tell him about show
ers and how soap is used. Then tell
him his sheets are revolting and make
people nauseous. Convince him that
sleeping In muck is counter-produc
tive of his goal. And If nothing hap
pens, run Into the room with a hose
and let him and his mildew growing
bunk have it!

Dear Pebbles and Barn-Ham,
I live in a fraternity and my room
mate is dirty. He smells like refuse and
has an air about him that's foul. His
sheets are stained brownish-yellow, and
there's a strange funk growing around his
pillows edges. I 'd he rich if I got a nickel
for every blotch on his white wife-beater.
His hair is sun-dry nappy, and his goatee
has the remains of his lunch. Last week
I picked up his underwear with a pencil,

}

5

Are you seeking advice hut don't
know where to turn? Write to
Pebbles and Ham-Bam at The
Pacific an. Third Floor, Hand Hall,
or e-mail to
Pacificantfvmst .cc.uop.edu.

If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it oft

15% OFF

CONNECTION

Advke Column

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

[StocArfon's finest in tuxedo Rentals A Sales I

The Latest Designer
Styles
Modern«Traditional
Suit Rentals
All In Store Stock
Same Day
Availability
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UAMTCCA
110 N MAM

VENETIAN SQUARf
PERSHING AT MARCH

(200) 052 3474

MONDAY - KAREOKE from 10 -I
TUESDAY - 2 FOR I DRINKS iirom 9:30 - 12:30
WEDNESDAY - CLUB EUROPA - THE BEST DANCE MUSIC from *80$ & *90$
$1.75 DRINKS FROM 9:30 - 12:30
THURSDAY - COLLEGE NITE NO COVER W/COLLEGE ID
3 FOR I DRINKS 9:30 - 12:30
FRIDAY & SATURDAY - DANCE PARTY NITES - NO COVER TILL 10
$1.50 DRINKS FROM 9:30 - KMX)
SUNDAY - "YOU CALL IT NITE" with $1.25 you at the drink 9:30 - 12:30

If you qualify, well reduce your debt—up
to $55,000. Payment is either 16 of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
Youll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

'

OUR FAMOUS "BURGER & BREW

s CODE ENFORCED

AFTER

I Oft iHUMMf

MONDAY - FRIDAY FROM 5 to 9
- mmmatr

NCW.Y WCMOPCLID

hltp: IIwww.goormy.coni

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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INTERNET
ACCESS
• No long distance or Pacific Bell toll charges:
Local dial-up Internet access to Stockton and surrounding areas
• I RLE technical support, 9 AM to 9 PM, 7 days a week
•

I wo week money-back guarantee!

• FREE setup with coupon from this ad (regularly $24.95)
• FREE World Wide Web home page space
• Fast, all 28.8 kbps PPP connections
• 15 years of telecommunications leadership

InReach to make getting online easier, only $19.95 (a $50 value)

http://www.inreach.com
info@inreach.com

INReach

INTERNET

C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
4210 Coronado Ave., Suite G
Stockton, CA 95204

Student and
Faculty Special!

FREE Setup
(a $24.95 value)
with this coupon!
Special limited-time offer!
Call now!

1-800-4-INREACH
Fxpircs 6/1/%

1-800-446-7322

®
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Money; majors, and more!

10 steps to success
BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career Services

are constantly updated reearrii
re8ard>n *
forts and status.
grf
5) Respond to posted onnnr,
ties-locate and
job S.?"
such as want ads, employment i R M
cies, job fairs, websites (increasing ^
and on-campus recruiting propril,' 1°
Professional association newsE, |h
are identified and used. Don't deS ^
on postings, but don't ignore thVmf

The question
most asked over
the years is,
"Why are some
people more suc
cessful at job
6) Call first, then fax andnS
search than oth
ers?" Some re
sumes and cover letters to people Z 1
spond: "Those
the hit list and in the job search net r:
work—Inform as many people as pa.
who are most successful have clear
sible, as often as possible, about pi
realistic goals; they are able to articu
search goals. Keep the flow of com
late their goals in dynamic and effec
munications persistent, yet appropn
tive ways; and they are assertive, will
ate. Don't assume they'll remember
ing to take risks and actions."
you, so always add a resume with cor
Although these prose may sound
respondence or follow up fax notes
grand, and is most definitely true,
7) Follow up, follow up, follow im
they may not be practical enough to
UP—Continue to communicate with Kith
help someone seeking employment
potential employers until an inter
in today's job market. Successful partview
(by phone or in person) is given lltv
time, full-time, and internship job
seekers:
This is done by phone, letter or in rac
creasingly, by fax and e-mail, and Ti
1) Set and articulate goals—geo
me
voice mail communiques.
graphic and functional—know and
8) Interview—Communicate mo ngw
say what they want to do and where
tivations
and, most important!* rte
they want to work. Goal setting in
qualifications
to perform a job dur sgn
volves self assessment (clarification of
ing initial and follow up interviews as.
skills, values, and interests) and, most
Prepare and practice prior to these Sp
importantly, research of career fields
conversations in order to identify key rife
and job functions. Introspection is
points
and examples of when skill* kto
not enough! The ability to clearly and
all
were
used
to achieve results.
concisely present job search goals (by
«*g
9) Take classes or obtain intern
stating fields and job titles) is criti
cal!
ships or part-time jobs—continue lay
skills building by taking one or two #B|
2) Develop job search tools—re
classes in goal-related areas and by tee
sumes, cover letters, and follow up
finding
part-time paid or volunteer kya
« correspondence—project goals and
experiences.
A few classes in account ft
qualifications via well written job
ing, advertising, desktop publishing met
search documents. Resumes can be
spreadsheet programs, or counseling ise
"multi-purpose" (without an objec
can be critical to success. By working 'able
tive) or "targeted" (with an objective
somewhere, even in an unrelated '•pa
citing goals). Cover letters communi
area,
successful job seekers project
cate goals and qualifications for spe
positive
work ethics. After serving as
cific positions or potential opportu
an
unpaid
"intern" in goal- related
nities. Follow up correspondence
fields, many springboard after 3maintains communications while
months into ideal paid positions.
projecting strong writing skills, posi
10) Receive offers and accept one
tive motivation, enthusiasm, and,
yes, more than one offer of empl°)
when possible, clarity of focus.
ment can be obtained if effect'*'
3) Identify a "hit list" of poten
After
post offer analysis (taking t"
II
tial employers- use directories and
account
factors
such
as
career
g
^
other resources to develop a list of
salary, personalities of -workers a
employers to contact. Initially, phone
supervisors, and setting) >s c
communications identify the nature
Ff
ducted.
r,
of jobs within organizations, the
Successful student and a u ^
availability of opportunities, the
job seekers use career services p ^
people to contact, and procedures to
sionals, on-campus resources
^ *SI
follow. Phone skills are often the most
U
cruiting
and
job
postings,
as
*
significant characteristics distinguish
1
alumni contacts to accomp
,
ing successful job seekers from not?
so-successful ones!
above. We at UOP Career Sen'^,.
fer a variety of services and pr°? ^
4) Establish and use a "net
including individualized coun^ ^
work"— identify and ask friends, fam
designed to assist you at ea
^
ily members, faculty, and alumni to
along
your
path
to
success
^
assist in research and job search ef
stop by the second
^
forts, including information conver
McConchie Hall and let us kn
sations and referrals to potential em
weqan-hplpyop.
.
ployers. Job search support persons

8
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Ya big sandwich head
I^RIS PERERA
pacifican Staff Writer
My friend and I were flipping
ihrough channels the other day and

USA or TBS or one of those stations
having a "B movie" marathon.
Vou know, those crazy, bad movies of
the '80s like "License to Drive" with
Cory Haim and Corey Feldman and
Once Bitten" with Jim Carrey. Or
Summer School" with Mark Harmon
and "Zapped" with Scott Baio and
Willie Ames.
They don't make movies like that
anymore.. .at least not as frequently.
The Leprechaun" is about the only
one I can think of right now. It stars
Warwick Davis, who also was the
main Ewok in "Return of the Jedi"
and the main dwarf in "Willow." Oust
a personal bit of knowledge, he is 3'4"
and weighs 75 lbs. which is quite fat
for a dwarf.)
There used to be so many cheap
movies, like "For Keeps" with Molly
Ringwald the one with the preview
where she said that silly line "I'm
pregnant can you please pass the
yams."
Speaking of yams, 1 have come to
realize that 1 have a yam fetish. I don't
like to eat them (actually I don't think
I really ever had one because they
look gross, even though my Grandma
always makes them with marshmallows for Thanksgiving) but I found
these crazy birthday cards, all with
the yam theme. There is one with an
angry little yam on the front that says
something like, "Aren't you sick of all
those birthday cards with silly veg
etable puns on them" and you open
it up and it says, "I sure yam." That is
genius! Who would have thought to
was

put a yam on the front of a card. 1
bought about ten of them.
Actually they have come out with
a whole slew of those kinds of cards...
there is one with little melons on the
front with eyes and happy faces and
on the inside it says, "You are loved
by melons." I'm obsessed with these
lame pun cards.
I do have to commend ASUOP for
bringing bands back to campus (so we
seem somewhat like a normal univer
sity.) The band Sol Patch, which
played in McCaffrey center last Thurs
day, was good and 1 really enjoyed it.
The fact that it is made up primarily
of UOP students is an added bonus. I
know they played at El Dorado over
the weekend and 1 didn't have a
chance to go, but I'm going to keep
my eyes peeled for the next time they
play.
Also, they are bringing back Mid
night Voices, who played last year on
Hand Hall Lawn and were great, too.
The lead singer is Mohammed
from MTV's "The Real World" and 1
interviewed them for the Pacifican
after that show. They were really great
people and one of them was even
named "Sugar Bear," which was the
best part. 1 really got a kick out of
calling someone "Sugarbear."
'Except it is more fun to pro
nounce it "shuga" rather than
"sugar." I don't know why. It is kind
of like how saying "ya" is better than
"you."
You know, if you are insulting
someone it sounds better if you say
"Ya big sandwich head" rather than
"You big sandwich head." I guess you
just don't want to be too proper when
it comes to those things.

Internship provides
'reality training'
EDIE FERNANDEZ
CO-OP/Internship Program
W h e n
KaSandra Husar
began her in
ternship she had
no idea how es
sential good in
terpersonal skills
are in the busi
ness world.
"1 always thought that as long as
you get the work done, everything is
fine—that's not true," said Husar. "It's
also important to work hard on your
interpersonal aspects of your job."
Husar, a graduating senior major
ing in marketing management with
an emphasis in international rela
tions, has spent this semester intern
ing at the Anderson Y Center, work
ing on Diversity Week and working
at the Stockton Business Develop
ment Center.
Even before her current intern
ships, Husar learned the importance
of good interpersonal communica
tion when she began her "reality
training," as she calls it, with a teach
ing internship through the interna
tional studies program. It was there
that she taught (in German) the ba
sics of U.S. government, economics
and intercultural business etiquette at
a business school in Vienna.
"Classroom work didn't prepare
me for understanding the importance
of
constant
contact
with
people...Marketing is not just a pro
fessional practice, but it s also per
sonal," she said.
41 YEARS of QUALITY

EUROPE
iht
0buvjf!/
$265
LONDON
$355
PARIS
$389
MADRID
$265
FRHNHFURT
$288
AMSTERDAM
* Eurooass from $210*
nor do ftiey include departure charges paid direct to fpfweigw
ernments. which can tutal between $300 and $60 88 Inf I Student 10
may be required, fares are subject to change Restrictions apphj
Valid for departures until 31 Hay '386

Council Travel
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

On the Web: httn /Zmuiui ciee orQ/cls/ctshowc litni

1 -800-2-COllNCIt
|Hi-2!HtJ4|

Muwucd Cerwd (torn the 1

'Stockton's Best"

from L-ut Wood Buremf Owe

Arrange Your Own
Stack able fit Movable

glijlll

with fttdb Hofct

Fiofc Pacific Red Sa*j
Ptih atui Gup*

15% OFF

Hours: M-Sat 10-5
Directions from UOP
Take Pacific south to Harding.
Lefion Harding » Center.
Rkjht on Center to Oak.
left on Oak to Grant.
Left on GrdnL

ft

>AN FELIPE!
CRILL

. A CALIFORNIA fresh TAQUERIA •
World * First Oyster B«mfo
Fresh Fish Tscos (umbo Gsrlk Pm™
Rotisteri* Chicken

Fresh Squeered Lemonsde

DRIVE THRU ESPRESSO

with this ad

630 North Grant
Stockton. CA 95202
209.462-8834

While the classroom setting fo
cuses more on individual perfor
mance, success in an office setting
often depends on how well you work
with others, said Husar.
Husar found it exciting that she
was able to utilize her academic
knowledge outside of the classroom.
She was the director of financial
activities for Diversity Week.
"1 got the opportunity to sit down
and write a strategic marketing plan
and write a budget, and not actually
do it in a classroom setting, but for
something that mattered," Husar
said.
While Husar firmly believes in
putting all her effort into her work,
she also believes in the time-worn
cliche that "it isn't what you know,
but who you know."
She developed a lot of contacts
through her fundraising project for
Diversity Week—she's now on a first
name basis with the president of
American Savings and Stockton s
mayor.
"These are really important
people in my eyes because they can
teach me a lot," she said.
Currently, at the Stockton Busi
ness Development Center, she writes
business plans and carries out feasi
bility studies in which she conducts
marketing research to determine how
successful a prospective business will
likely be.
After graduating, she plans to es
tablish a career in international rela
tions and marketing.
Husar advises that interns keep in
mind the value of work relationships
and to view the people that one meets
through work as more than one-time
acquaintances, but as long term rela
tionships.
If you're interested in an intern
ship, call the CO-OP/ Internship of
fice at 946-2273.

"STOCKTON* BEST
MST POOD CAFE

1612 Pncffic Av».
463-6415.

Phone Orders 452*»1
4401 Pscifk Ave.

ATM VISA (V«~tr 4 M»mbC*4
FRESH • NATURAL * MO LAW
•j
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UOP Perspective

Through the years
CARRIE GULBRANSEN
Pacifican Opinion Editor
When you get to be a third or fourth year student at UOP, it is easy to
block out how mad you were about certain aspects of your first and second
years. Freshman and sophomore students have been feeling like tossed salad
while the rest of us are worrying about the DeRosa playground and the loss of
football.
Basically, it goes like this. Last year, Callison dining hall burned down,
forcing university-housed students to relocate to Grace Covell dining hall and
the Summit. For the students who live in Grace Covell this didn't seem like a
big hassle. It was more convenient. But the students living in the quads were
able to walk off their meals on the long hike across campus.
The Summit extended its hours to make it a half-way mark. Only now, the
Summit has cut its dinner service times to 4:01 p.m. to 5 p.m. Not 4 p.m.,
mind you, but 4:01 p.m. Like you might be cutting it too close to lunch.
Not many students I know eat dinner before 5 p.m. So all of the food
service students are being forced to eat dinner in Grace Covell.
Now students are beginning to age waiting in the long bread lines of Grace
Covell. Rumor on the streets is that the quality and tastiness of the food has
declined also. What next?

Letters to the Editor

Cartoon by Frank Fiaherts

Question of the Week
7.

What do you like most about UOP?

Diversity in The Pacifican always necessary
Dear Editor,
The point of this letter is to actu
ally say something positive, for a
change. 1 would very much like to
share my enthusiasm towards Matt
De La Pena's writing. Since the very
first controversial guest column he
had printed to his most recent con
tribution in the poet's corner, I have
read and enjoyed it all.
Matt De La Pena has every right
to be commended for his writing. 1
have found myself looking forward
to reading the Pacifican weekly, and
the first thingI do is tear through the
contests searching for... hoping for...
another De La Pena article.
With all the opinions of the Uni
versity and The Pacifican Staff seem
ing more and more one-sided every
day, de La Pena's writing is a relief,
different, thought-provoking, and
honest. He represents well what
higher learning can offer to an indi
vidual.
I would also like to take the op

portunity to commend Carrie Hayward, regular Pacifican staff writer.
Through the turmoil, the havoc she
created, and the endless letters to the
Editor about appropriate and inap
propriate behavior in Pacifican ar
ticles, she held strong, and continued
to write opinionated articles.
I'd like to thank her for having
the nerve to stand up to so many of
fended persons and continue to voice
herself.
Basically, 1 am pleased to see di
versity in The Pacifican. 1 hope that
The Pacifican continues to print such
material written by the before men
tioned individuals because they both
possess very different views about the
world around us. Things only get
boring when they become mundane.
And so thanks to Ms. Hayward and
Mr. De La Pena for showing us differ
ences in the world, and giving us new
ideas upon which to think about.

"I like the small classes."

"The Summit.

Scott Harding, Senior

Mark Boelter, funior

"I like it because it's the
community I'm from."

Shannon Haugh, Sophomore

"The people."

Laura Reeves, Junior

Laura Morzov
Junior Music Performance

Do you have an opinion about UOP?

"The small classes because
you get to know your professors."
Olivia Ortiz, Junior

"The indescribable beauty wh>c
has enabled me to excel.
Kevin Biggs, Senior
• > >
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Guest Top Ten List

Letters to the Editor cont.

Why The
Pacifican needs
a Top Ten list
10. With all the articles
about bars, they have
to keep the youngins'
reading.
9. Something has to
ill that side of the
page.
8. No Dilbert.
7. It serves as some
thing for people to |
bitch about.
6. So people have a|
page they won't feel
bad about lining
birdcages with.
5. No crossword.
4. To keep it more in
teresting t h a n The)
Record.
3. Originality?
Say what?

2. No Larry "Bud"
Melman.
1. Because they're los-1
ing readers to Tokay |
High's paper.
Compiled by:
Josh Montero

Guest Top Ten List

Alumni football players, coaches upset with decision
Dear Editor
m

<SlMarCn 3

Td4' over30alumni

football players and former coaches gathered
r
J Callf°m,a t0 reminisce and reacquaint with one another.
UOP football was our common bond and link to the university. Together we
composed a statement addressed to President Don DeRosa. We also have sent copies
to Bob Monagan and The Stockton Record regarding the termination of the football
program at the University of the Pacific.
We would appreciate the publishing of this statement so that our feeling can be
known.
'
*
Dear President DeRosa,
As we gathered together at a Pa
cific Football Reunion, we felt com
pelled to express ourselves regarding
the demise of UOP football.
It is inconceivable to us that ini
tially brought all of us former players
and coaches together. Recruited from
various locations nationally, we came
to Pacific as individuals emerging as
a whole. The tradition which we carry
forward in our hearts shall never be
extinguished by the shortsighted few
who have chosen to eliminate the
most powerful and proud traditions
ever to exist at the University.
We express our concern that a
newly elected president, not familiar
with the Pacific community and it's
tradition, would allow this event to
occur. We are likewise troubled that
a board of regents, most of whom are
not alumni, would have the audacity
to wield such a mighty ax.
If the University currently exists
in such a fragile financial state, why
were we not made aware of the situa

tion? What exactly was the political
motivation that made football the
scapegoat while other obvious and
well-documented programs continue
to financially drain the University
and offer nothing in return?
Pacific has never graduated stu
dents that are more proud of their
experience than it's football alumni,
our contribution to the school while
we attended and our support and loy
alty for the institution since our
graduation remains unparalleled.
We remain hopeful that a review
of this dreadful decision is forthcom
ing and that we may offer our talents
to resolve whatever roadblocks cur
rently exist! We caution however, that
whatever hidden agendas are work
ing contrary to the reinstatement of
football be eliminated immediately so
we again can be a family, blended
with the alumni and community.

Sincerely,
Pacific Football Alumni, Coaches

The
Pacifican Editorial
Policies
•. ' l i f t ' * * £ ¥ * $ & h I
- ' ' '*
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Signs your list
is pathetic
10. You spent eight
hours on a Saturday
night writing it.
9. The funniest things
on it are the numbers.
8. People mistake it for
the menu at Taco Bell
7. It's the forty-second
Ilist you've written this
year.
6. Three or more items
involve intoxication.
5. The words "Top
Ten" appear more than
once in the title.

' / , ••> -

The Pacifican is the official student newspaper of University
of the Pacific. The Pacifican is written, edited and produced by
students every Thursday, except during vacations and final ex
amination weeks. It is a forum for student expression.
The Pacifican welcomes e-mail and letters to the editor from
& readers. Submissions must include the author's name and
phone number for verification purposes, as well as the year of
graduation and/or job title and relation to the urm'ersity. Let
ters should be typed and should not exceed 250 w ords.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all sumbitted mate
rial for space, grammar, libel and clarity. The deadline for pub
lication In Thursday's issue Is the prior Monday. I utters can be
delivered or mailed to the third floor of Hand Hah, faxed to
;209) 946-2195, or e-mailed to Parificamnv us 1 ct.uop.edu.
I Nothing on the Opinion pages necessarily represents a po
sition of the staff of The Pacifican or University at the Pacific.
Letters, columns and graphics represent only the views of i heii
authors.
For more information call(209) 946-2115.

4. You used it as your
Mentor ritual.
3. It's been revised five
times by Career Ser
vices.
2. Two words:
| mono-syllabic.
1. It's in The Pacifican.
Compiled by:
Tana Cicero
Nicole Mathis
Heather Watson
Craig Woodward

The Pacifican
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Classifieds

POUND

A black beaded necklace by
Raney Rec. area. If yours call
Michelle at 946-2114.

Chocoholics Chocolate Factory
seeks part-time production
workers. $6-9/hr depending on
qualifications. Contact (209)
931-5188 or FAX 931-5186.

Tower Park marina seeks dock
attendants part-time, full-time
and summer. Contact (209)
Small cafe in Lodi needs cook,
369-1041.
waitress, and cashier. Part time
and weekends. Please call 368- Concord Pavilion seeks candi
7384. Ask for Dave or Pat or dates for part-time seasonal po
apply at 4580 West Highway 12. sitions. For applications, con
tact Concord Pavilion Office
Tutors, Study Group leaders for
2000 Kirker Pass Rd, Concord
Freshman Advantage Program;
Ticket Center, 1948 Colfax St,
experience and/or strong aca or City of Concord Personnel,
demic skills required. Work be 2974 Salvio St. For info call
tween 4-10 hours per week, Sec
(510) 676-8742 or (510) 671ond Summer Session. $7 per
3100.
hour. Contact Teri Allbright,
ext. 2424.
Teamster Union 610 seeks trans
lator English-Cantonese, must
FOR SAFE
be able to write Cantonese char
19" color TV $100, word pro acters. Part-time, could become
cessor $75, TV cart $20, full size Summer position. Send resume
futon with mattress $175, CD- to: Lorraine Lorres, 745 E.
dual cassette stereo with remote Miner, Stockton, 948-2800.
$100. All like new!!!. Call 946Summer "Nanny" position for
2107.
11 and 6 year old, beginning
June
10th - Aug 16th, Breda
PART-TIME/
Hash,
work 461-7444 and home
WORK STUDY JOBS
474-7864.
SAFECO Insurance has Summer
Internships in San Ramon and Burns International Security
Sacramento available for liberal Services seeks PT employees.
Contact
arts as well as business students, Flexible hours.
Fontaine
Dounglomchan,
239Freshmen through Junior
2239
or
fax
239-1882
for
addi
standings. Candidates must
must a GPA of 3.0 or above; sub tional info and to arrange inter
mit a resume as well as 500 word view
statement of purpose (cover let
Keebler Company seeks Stockter) to Career Services by April
ton/Lodi Aeq Merchandisers.
20th, with interviews con
$7.50/hr weekdays and $8/hr
ducted soon after.
weekends. Contact Cathy, 820
WANTED

)

I
I
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U

Riverside Parkway, West SAC GENERAL BUSINESS MAJOR
95605, (916) 373-0476, FAX CANDIDATES FOR INTERNAL
AUDITING POSITIONS (inter
373-0452.
views to be held on campus).
TaylorMade Office Systems Send resumes to Lewis Walker
seeks telemarketers 4 hrs/day, and sign up at Career Services.
Monday-Friday, flexible. Con
tact Steve Bottini, (209) 952- RADIAN INTERNATIONAL
seeks computer science majors
9000, FAX 473-2830.
or others with computer sci
Sears seeks Cosmetic Salesper ence/engineering background
son. $6/hr +commission. Con for database design and admin
tact Glena in Personnel, Sears, istrations, systems develop
5110 Pacific Avenue, 475-6568. ment, and related positions
with environmental, business
Emporium Products seeks Book systems. Prefer FoxPro and/or
keeping/Accounting/Computer 4GL Xbase language experi
Assistant. Flexible hours. $ ne ence. Sign up and leave resume
gotiable. Contact Sandra at Career Services for on camWagner at 477-6601.
pus interview Aprill 22.
FULL-TIME JOBS

ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
SCHEDULES ARE NOW AVAIL
ABLE FOR SIGN UP IN CAREER
SERVICES. Sign up before they
fill up!
GORELICK & BOWMAN small
law firm in Alamo seeks one
year legal intern beginning in
August. Strong research, ana
lytical, organizational and writ
ing skills. Contact Andrew
Sriro, PO Box 175, 1443
Danville Blvd., Alamo, CA
94507, FAX (510) 838-9019.

478-1950

946-2115

didates. Analysts work on anti
trust analysis, damage estima
tion for litigation, modeling
economies environmental
clean-up costs, and industry
competitiveness evaluations.
Contact Melina Patterson, loo
Hamilton, Suite 200, Palo Alto
CA 94301, (415) 322-1300 Fax
322-1479 by March 1st.
STANDARD REGISTER marketer
of information processing prod
ucts and labeling systems seeks
a Sales Trainee in Stockton.
Contact Personnel, 1145 Market
Street #701, SF 94103. FAX
(415) 861-0253.
^

For additional informa
tion on Part/Full Time
postings visit Career
Services...Second Floor
McConchie Hall, 235
West Stadium, Stockton
Ca. 95204. Phone (209)
946-2361 /FAX (209i
946-2760.

DUN & BRADSTREET INFO
SERVICES seeks Customer In
vestigation Consultant to create
and revise business info reports
through telephone investiga
tions in direct response to cus
tomer inquiries. Contact
Corina Daine Harmon
R()u\T\l AI I W AN ! 1 0
or Suzanne Bakke, Dis
trict Mgr, 8950 Cal Cen
Brookside Home in the Applebrook Area
Room $300/month + utilities. Looking
ter Dr, Suite 238, SAC
for 2 single women, non-smokers, to
95826,916-369-1396 or
share a new 2 story home, 3 bedrooms, 2
fax 369-1946.

CASTLE METALS seeks inside
Sales Assistant. Contact Denise
Chrysty, (800) 944-3383, FAX
(847) 455-9320. Send resume
to Castle Metals 1625 Tillie
PUTNAM, HAYES &
Lewis Drive, Stockton, CA
BARTLETT, economic
95206.
and mgnt consulting
American Saving Banks seeks firm, seeks Analyst can

Comfortable Jfping...
atgfidobeJlaciendas
Spacious 1& 2 Bedrooms
»QUIET & SHADY
• 2 INVITING SWIMMING POOLS
' PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS
• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES
• AIR CONDITIONED
- GAS INCLUDED
• FREE BASIC CABLE
- NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGR AM
• ON-SITE SECURITY

Megatest Division of Teradyne
will conduct on campus inter
views for EE/Hardware/Software
Designers/Test Engineer/Soft
ware Diagnostic Engineers. Re
sume and sign ups at Career
Services.

Diana Phan
Classified Advertising

baths in a gated community.
RENT INCLUDES: Washer/Dryer &
Kitchen Privledges Front & Back yards
maintained, swimming pool accessible.
Contact Christina at 952-9821 6-l0pm_

PacificStaleBaiik
THEWA V E O F T H E F U T U R E

U.O.P. STUDENT ACCOUNTS
$3.00 PER MONTH*
NATIONWIDE ATM ACCESS

We invite you to stop by one of our offices to discuss:
Credit Cards Checking Accounts Savings Accounts &
All Other Products We Offer!!!

1 BEDROOM $385
TOWNHOUSE $395
2 BEDROOM $460

CLOSE TO MALLS & COLLEGES
39 GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN

6 So. El Dorado St.
Stockton
1889 W. March In.
Stockton
2020 Standiford Ave. Modesto
*Account must be properly maintained
Member FD1C

943-7400
943-3523
577- BANK

&

Equal Housing
Opportunity

Drama Department produces The Lady 's Not for Burning." Pictured from left to right, Shawn llardi. Michelle Gibson, Stnm Biitcher and J.T. Hurd.

gfeo and Dance

Veview: Rehearsing The Lady's Not for Burning'

PUKONEN
'tifican guest writer

the last two months a cast of
UOP students have spent their
"iday through Friday nights in the
lament of Drama and Dance re
ding "The Lady's Not For Burn• a comedy by Christopher Fry.

1

1•

• 41 •
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The play is about a witch hunt, a
couple of alleged murders, a proposed
hanging, an impending marriage, sib
ling rivalry, hilarious mix-ups, people
falling in love, mob mentality, and
common prejudices.
The Lady's cast has been meeting
Monday through Friday from 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Along the way they have

had to re-cast roles, adapt to new
people, learn how to speak and un
derstand verse, leam to understand
their characters, and adopt new man
nerisms (the play is set in the 1400*s).
So how do the actors feel about the
process? Brian Monighetti, a senior
who plays Humphrey Devize, feels
that this experience has been similar

to other shows he has done at UOP.
"The cast really connects and comes
together quickly. There are a lot of
shared responsibilities, it's definitely
a team effort." Steven Batcher, a jun
ior playing the self-proclaimed mur
derer Thomas Mendip. said. "It takes

See tody pope 17
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Lady's Not Burning
continued from page 15
a lot of time and is a lot of work, but
it's an J osome experience." When
asked if s worth all the work he respondei I'll tell you after the show;
1 think i will be."
Man actors commented on the
play's di tor, UOP professor Dr. Wil
liam W<
known as Doc to his stu
dents.
Ke\
Kaddi, a freshman playing
Richaro aid, "I've learned more
about a'
g doing this show than in
all fou
ars of High School. I've
never I
i director like Doc before,
he's an>
'g."
Sha\ llardi, a recent transfer to
UOP wl plays meddling Margaret
Devize, els that, "this is the first
week th it feels like everyone has
meshed
"Tht >kes have come out. It's re
ally a funny play and the characters
are really quirky. I love Doc, he's a
great director and actor. It's really
been a good experience," said Devize.
In terms of the comedy of the
show, Katie Alonso, a freshman play
ing the virtuous Alizon Eliot added
that, "It's hard, because a lot of it's
really funny and it's hard not to laugh
on-stage."

Keith Hammond, a senior who
plays the stuffy Judge Tappercoom,
feels that, "it's a fun show to be in
because the characters are so crazy,
but these crazy characters show us the
dangers of being close-minded."
Michelle Gibson, a senior playing
the supposed witch Jennet
Jourdemayne, added that the play,
"has a lot of the conflicts of preju
dice that we have today."
Kerri Evans, a junior, offered this
about her character, Abbess, "I'm the
only one that sees the situation as il
logical and voices my concern, but

Steven Batcher stars as Thomas
Mendip.

nobody listens to me. They all think
that I'm a nun playing the cello."
In order to figure that one out
you're just going to have to come see
the show.
"The Lady's Not For Burning" per
forms April 19-20 & 26-27 at 8:00
p.m. and the 21 & 28 at 5:00 p.m. in
the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre
inside the Drama Department.
Student, staff and senior tickets
are $4 and general admission is $8.
For more information or ticket
reservations contact the Department
of Drama and Dance at 946-2116.

Keith Hammond stars as Judge
Tapper.

Michelle Gibson stars as /t
Jourdemaytie.

Brian Monighetti plays Humpl
Devize.

'The University of the Pacific
Department of Drama and Dance

LIKE BEER? BREW YOUR OWN!
KITS FOR TI IE BEGINNER TO ADVANCED BREWER

is pleased to announce an
entertainment industry seminar:

"Stepping Stones
and Stumbling tflocks

BREWING COMPANY!

NEW BREWER STARTUP KIT $49.95
Includes all equipment & ingredients to
make five gallons of beer
Call or email for more info:
(209) 475-0902 •jamestwn@deltainet.com

//

The Theatre Advisory Council and UOP are proud to
present four professionals who represent six areas
of the film and theatre industry.
They will present their criteria for what is needed to work in
film and theatre from the perspective of each of their areas of experts
Professional actor DEAN BUTLER, a graduate of UOP, will be
remembered as Almanzo in the TV series
Little House on the Prairie .
Writer, producer, director, ROBIN BERNHEIM is currently
working in each of those areas of expertise in Los Angeles.
Casting director STANZIUHEREK STOKES, another UOR
graduate, has cast more than a dozen films including
the original Terminator with Arnold Schwarzenegger-

RodrtTBourf

At Pacific Ave. Bowl
With Rock 104
April 20th. 10PM til Midnight

Actors agent CRAIG JONES is the longest running agent
in San Francisco as owner and operator of
THE FILM/THEATRE ACTORS EXCHANGE since 1976

^09) 477-0267

'

L«aQci©s

Now ho'ming

STEPPING STONES AND STUMBLING BLOCKS will be presented^"
t0 4 FM" SATURDAY, APRIL 20,1996. There will be no
UOP students and a nominal registration fee of $5.00 for non~^nw
Seating is limited so please MAKE VQUR RESERVATIONS-^^
(209) 946-2116
All proceeds will benefit the Department pf Drama and Dance-
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ntonioni is still a master 30 years later

1ANAEL REVEAL
ViTHANAEL
RV'AN SCHNEIDER
iacifican staff writers

_

+

R: Indeed. "Blow Up" not only
tween these camps, all went
has a minimalist approach to sound
smoothly.
but also a strange, alluring, mesmer
Simone Di Piero, a professor and
izing feel to it.
R: This week's review is not of a
poet from Stanford University gave a
If you know anything about
ew film but of a great film. And belecture after lunch that did its tradi
Antonioni you know that everything
ause not all new films are great, this
tional
best to interpret the complex
he does is both deliberate and neces
i 3 good trade.
and ambiguous messages woven into
sary, and his use of the camera is no
the film.
The Movie Guys had the honor
exception.
nd the privilege of being invited to
Dr. Michael Brown, a Lacanian
Simple frame composition
|private screening of Michelangelo
psychoanalyst from Berkeley, gave
(which by no means is in this film)
J (ntonioni's 1966 "Blow Up," spon
the closing lecture discussing Tho
could keep a critic occupied for a
mas'
quest for the unnamable lost
ged by the San Francisco Psychomonth.
thing that separation from the
lalytic Institute.
Yet in addition to being an aes
mother creates (that, I think, is ob
The film was screened in a THXthetically ominous film, it is one full
ject A," but please don't quote me).
uipped theater, and the print qualof perplexing character actions and
It was quite entertaining to see
llyof the film was uniquely vivid.
words, candy-coated sexual deviance
even respectable members of the San
I N: "Blow Up" is not a 1960's verand drug use (this is 'swinging Lon
I rancisco intelligencia struggle with
fion of "Blown Away" as I mistakenly
he does.
don' of the sixties after all), and heavy
comprehending filmic meaning. It
bought. It's about a London fashion
Then something happens. In ex
ruminations on what it means to
gives me hope in my own struggles.
photographer in search of object "A."
know one's self.
treme close-up we watch Thomas
R: After the mind-boggling psy
[Don't even ask.)
watch the tennis match which has
N: Speaking of knowing yourself
choanalytic melee our only recourse
Thomas (David Hemmings)
now resumed thanks to his coopera
and other forms of sex, "Blow-up" has
was to retreat to Golden Gate Park for
•ends his life photographing bored
tion.
mm indon models during the day and quite a great menage-a trois scene.
a siesta in the Shakespeare Garden.
Then, off screen, we hear the
Unfortunately, Antonioni doesn't
N: Best Bit: The guy on the street
dting on a photo journalistic docusounds
of a tennis match. Serve, re
let you sit there and enjoy yourself.
who picked up the discarded fret
. entation of the London poor on the
turn,
volley.
Thomas watches the
The
three
are
on
a
huge
piece
of
lav
•« — —1
board from the Yardbirds' concert and
'eekends.
match. And we hear it. But we only
ender butcher paper (again don't ask)
not knowing its origin, tossed it back
His quest for an "uplifting" closhear it; Antonioni won't show us
which crumples and rips creating a
on the sidewalk and continued his
photo led him to a park where he
what Thomas sees, and it is madden
horrific noise worse than fingernails
conversation.
itures a woman and her lover kissing. Then what I perceived as a small
on blackboards and simultaneously
R: My Best Bit would have to be
i? among the trees.
grin
steals over Thomas' face.
getting in the way of seeing any thing
the final sequence of the film. Tho
R: When she discovers his voyeurThe film ends with Thomas
really interesting.
mas watches a pantomime tennis
® an<f demands he give her the
standing alone among the sea of
As a sexual experience, it leaves
match
played by two raggers (London
H he naturally refuses.
green grass (which Antonioni had
much to be desired, but as an impres
college students who annually dress
The woman (Vanessa Redgrave)
painted in order to capture the right
sionistic visual experience, it is beau
up as mimes and frolic about the city
color).
^mpts to find the man but cannot
tiful.
acquiring monetary contributions
™ so runs off.
He then disappears, and we know
R: We must pay careful attention
from citizens).
something
astounding has just hap
Later when developing the film
to this scene. Thomas helps the girls
They run this way and that, hit
pened. Perhaps it is what helped gar
'°mas realizes there is a dead body
undress each other amidst the laugh
ting backhand and fore, until the in
ner Antonioni an Academy Award
'•ng in the bushes and that another
ter and screaming of both the girls
visible fuzzy green ball is hit over the
nomination
as writer and director.
WaS
amon
la
g the trees and
and the paper.
fence and outside of the court. The
"ding a gun you can fjgure out
Even
if
most
of
us never know, "Blow
Yet when the girls pull him onto
raggers look to Thomas to retrieve it.
Up"
is
an
undeniably
amazing film.
'w the guy got in the bushes,
the paper and begin to remove his
Having no choice but to play along,
'he rest of the film is an exploraclothing, he seems to be struggling
>n of the crime and of Thomas, as
to escape, and we must ponder his
hies to solve the murder while
motives.
)k'ng for that Object "A" thing.
Immediately following this noi
The Pacifican is now accepting appiications
The subtext in "Blow Up" is deep
some threesome, Thomas wakes up
l0ugh to hide an entire fleet of
for the foitowing paid positions:
as the two young ladies are putting
lc'ear submarines.
his shoes and socks back on.
•Production Manager - Responsible for layout and design of the pa
N: I overheard one of my fellow
We can't know what really hap
per.
Knowledge of Adobe Photoshop and Pagemaker necessary.
y^rs exclaim, "Oh! I remember.
pened between them. Their willing
•
News Editor - Responsible for assigning and editing of news stories
ls is
the movie without a
ness to please him stemmed from
lndtrack!"
and
creating
layout for the news section.
their desire to be models, but he de
•
Arts
&
Entertainment
Editor - Responsible for assigning and edit
indeed. All the music comes from
nies them and insists they come back
lrces within the story: a radio, a
ing
entertainment
stories
and
creating layout for the A&E section.
tomorrow, delaying their gratifica
•
Opinion
Editor
Responsible
for writing an opinion piece weekly,
"d (The Yardbirds).
tion, after which point we seem to
as
well
as
writing
or
assigning
a
top
ten list Must also edit letters to the
Antonioni inserts long, silent
witness a change in Thomas as he
editor and layout the Opinion section.
L. <*es of Hemmings just sitting
grows pensive and introspective (ob
• Sports Editor - Responsible for assigning, editing, and writing sports
'ooking at the blow-ups. Ordi
ject "A" again).
stories, as well as creating layout.
?y this would be tedious beyond
N: After the film, there was a ca
• Photo Editor - Responsible for organizing all photos in the paper.
But there
infij -• "ui
uieie is something
somerning mntered Mediterranean lunch. I had a
Duties include taking photos, delegating to staff photographers, devel
great time eating my humus and pita
!arg ^asc'natin8 about Hemmings'
oping and working with sections editors.
bread, watching all the happy little
j^bespite my better judgment, I sat
Freudians, Jungians, and Lacanians
• Staff writers - Includes writing stories weekly for one or more sec
tions of the paper.
merrily talking away about castration
'hi]6 Watching him watch photos
le we both tried to figure out what
anxiety, archetypal men, and the de
For information, contact Editor-in-Chief-elect Janeii Bauer at 946. , that blob of dots
uuu was.
wao. Quite
vjuiic - vounng eye.
2115 or by email at Pacifican@vmsl.cc.uop.edu.
actually.
—
Despite -traditional hostHrties-be-
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CD reviews

By the note: Afghan Whigs, Stone Temple Pilots
ERIN LEWIS
Pacifican staff writer
The Afghan Whigs
"Black Love"
Sub-Pop
1 1/2 stars
As much as the STP album is
good, the newest effort from the Af
ghan Whigs is bad. I don't mean,
"Don't buy this album." I mean, "Stay
away from this album at all costs, or
you'll be sorry."
"Black Love" is a concept
album.(A concept album is an album
which revolves around a specific
theme, musically and lyrically.) Con
cept albums are only good when the
band A) has been around forever, B)
has released at least 10 albums, or C)
is absolutely amazing. As you can
probably guess, the Whigs fail on all
of these counts.
I used to admire the Afghan
Whigs, thanks to musical invention

and their great remake of the blues
standard, "True Love Travels on a
Gravel Road." Perhaps they admired
themselves a lot as well. Maybe they
said to themselves, "I know we
haven't sold as many albums, but
we're better than the Beatles. We're
friggin' better than Oasis! Let's do a
concept album!"
"Black Love" attempts to peer
through the mind of a black male,
through such delicate subjects as the
Rodney King trial, interracial love,
and white hatred. The only problem
is that not a single one of the Whigs
is a black male.
The Whigs also try to provide a
continuous theme by making all of
the songs sound the same. This also
backfires: one song sucks, so the rest
of the songs have to suck, too.
If you want to impress your
friends with your extensive knowl
edge of the Afghan Whigs, buy
"Gentlemen" instead.

Stone Temple Pilots
"Tiny Music..."
Atlantic Records
4 stars
I used to be indifferent about the
Stone Temple Pilots. Now I can't get
enough of 'em. After their first two
albums, which have reached consid
erable acclaim, they still write music
to please themselves.
"Tiny Music..." is probably the
first alternative alternative album that
I've heard in a long time. Fortunately
for music lovers, and unfortunately
for "Plush" fans, most of the songs
won't even make it onto the radio.
The writing is more sophisticated and
more complex, but it isn't compat
ible with today's Rock 104 format.
I really liked this album. I was
expecting to find deflated, pompous

f

rock reminiscent of Bush and i
in Chains but instead found sti
could actually listen to more t
once.
"Art School Girl" is extren
catchy, even if the lyrics are ra
cliched. For example, "I g0tta
friend, she goes to art school, I *
art school girlfriend yeah." \
meaningful, indeed.
"And So I Know" shows that
Pilots can even play lounge mi
with the utmost sincerity. If you
member "12 Gracious Melodies" fi
the last album, this is twice as gi
and twice as long.
Even the instrumental are wc
putting on a mix tape. If you wan
hear what capable musicians i
come up with when they put tl
minds together, go seek out "T
Music..."

THE CIETAWAY (AU.

Pacific Writers Conference Presents

Opening the Meld

Next time you want to get out of town fast, take our car. The trains
of California and connecting shuttles can take you just about anywhere
in the state without the hassle and hidden costs of driving. Super low
roundtrip fares on Amtrak California's Capitols, San Joaquins, and
San Diegans make it very attractive. Use your Student Advantage
Card (annual enrollment $20) and get an additional 15% discount.

Experiments in Poetry, Film and Story

May 31 through June 5,1996

Go from San Diego to Eureka, Santa Barbara to South Lake Tahoe
(or anywhere in between) in grand style. Aboard our cars you can
relax, listen to music, munch a snack or just take in the scenery.
Amtrak California trains are comfortable and roomy with lots of
space to stash your stuff. And there's no easier or more economical
way to get where you want to go.
If you've got adventure in mind, or just want to hide out for a
while, we've got the perfect getaway. Call your college travel service
or Amtrak at 1-800-USA-RAIL.

Roundtrip

San Francisco
Palm Springs
Los Angeles
Santa Barbara
San Diego

Fares

$17
$85
$69
$73
$84

With SA Card

$14
$72
$59
$62
$71

Saving*

$3
$13
$10
$11

$13

UOP Opening the Field faculty includes
Diane Borden, Chair of Film Studies; Camille Norton,
creative writing teacher, poet and editor; Gilbert Schedler,
creative writing teacher and poet; Catherine Webster,
conference director, creative writing teacher and poet.

^ Amtrak California

Life Long Learning • 946-2424
5 DAYS = 2 UNITS EXTENDED EDUCATION CREDIT

A partnership between Caltrans and Amtrak

K

s card,
Some restrictions may apply. To apply for your Student Advantage savings
call 1-800-96-AMTRAK. Mention Code CAL 1.
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with the Hunted

ts Empty
" a''-d: (CHADLEMONS

i0reS^f: pacifican staff writer
•xtrem, '

The real conf"sion

is right here,

ire J Right between the left half and the

;otta J right half. Bodies, half dead, filled the
,1,,«; | floor of my apartment. The telephone
i." yPr, was ignored and the messages read six
as the red light flashed.
- thai tf I The Phone ran8 again.Ihated the
rge mus'r Phone' And when 1answered, it was
f you, ! only a survey lady. Questions. Words.
iies'frj h"Ptiness-1 gave the lady a Matt De
; as good Ib Pe"a 'ine: Im tbe wrong dude
3re worth

i

music. Peruvian mounbetter all
ans car ready-1 noticed the time and it was
put tfe.p-'can't bebeve that I missed class
haven't heard a professor's
"Tinv |again". I,
1 voice in 3 weeks.
The phone screamed at me again.
I snarled and spit crackers into the
sink. It wasn't so bad.... just a friend.
I calmed down and talked awhile.
It was Old Rooke. He told me
i what time the function was and what
to wear. His tone was serious, yet re
laxed. After he hung up, I whispered:
"You'll make a great father someday."
The days until graduation just
keep ticking away. Closer to the big
one, and I keep telling myself to pull
I through. Wasted. Tired. Lost. I live in
3 country far away from the idealism
jofUOP.
The phone just kept it up. Louder
this time. Igrabbed the sucker on the
!'fst ring. It was the girls, all three of
them. They were happy and they
i jere loud. Laughter drowned out my
j eeP thoughts. They told me that
j they were coming over to make din;ner at 6.1 looked around at the bodI '^s on my floor and kicked one of
j hem. "That's in three hours,"Isaid.
I I searched my room for some In
dian tobacco and rolled a fat one. This
r°ught me to the land of whispers,
• ' hstened to the sounds of a sunny
i ay- Leaves blowing and cars
swooshing, neighbors chattering like
, "tonkeys. I opened the window and
| t0'd them all to shut-up.
j I started carving another poem.
things got going really good when I
I ®Urid a half full bottle of port wine,
j iy belly barely took it, but the poi etr>' seemed to enjoy it.
[
it's moments like this that I feel
a'tve. I lost my stream of thought,
j "ough, when the evil phone rang
; ?^a'n-1 let it plead and bleed. I never
eard such a horrible sound. Ipicked
UP the phone and yelled, "What!"
"Hi Chad, this isJanell Bauer, and
^as wondering if you had a story
°r me this week?" she said.
"I don't know if I have anything
0 write about," I answered1 needed

i want,o i,ain music blasted andIfelt

ki

OI,

sure, „

looks

innocent.

i( c„uld

Wired (o a no-name company ,ha. has no qualms abou.
overcharging

broke

college students.

So, calling card in hand, you dial
and save yourself some

1800 CALL ATT

IllUCh

cash.

Dial I 80O CAM. ATT Tor AIX.T Calling Card calls
Always gel AliM. Never gel overcharged.

i
Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True ChoiceT

AT&T

!

Your True Choice
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Dance/Concert, SanJoaquin Countv c
mounds Valdiva Enternrk^
c„. 1r'" If • „
grounds
Enterprises. E"
mot<
information call 466-6909.

Saturday April 20
ON CAMPUS

.

McCaffrey Center Movie: "The American
President." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free to
UOP students with valid stickers. See April
18 for more details.

Women of the World: "Overcoming Stereotypes:
American Women Abroad." 12 Noon to 1 p.m.,
April 18, Bechtel International Center. Patricia
Liddle, (pictured) Director of the Office of
International Programs, will lead the discussion
with several other UOP students who will share
their experiences in an interactive discussion
between panelists and members of the audience.
Light refreshments will be provided.

All interested students, faculty and staff
are invited to attend all academic sessions
of the special conference, "John Muir in
Historical Perspective." The registration
fee for all academic sessions will be
waived for all UOP faculty, student and
staff, provided seating is available. Events
that provide food service or tours are not
included in this waiver One unit of aca
demic credit can be earned for conference
participation. All interested participants
must register to attend sessions. For reg
istration information and a list of speak
ers, events and times, call Pearl Piper at
the John Muir Center for Regional Stud
ies 946-2527, or drop by the John Muir
Center office, Wendell Phillips Center
229 and pick up a copy of the program
and registration form.
UOP Boardwalk: UPBEAT is sponsoring
this small carnival with bungee jumping,
velcro wall and food. $3 admission. For
more information call Celexsy Stout 9462233.
Hawaiian Club Annual Luau: Food, en
tertainment, raffle, prizes and fun. 5 p.m.
to 10 p.m., Grace Covell, $10 students,
$15 non-students. For more information
call 942-2372.

For Inauguration Week
Schedule see page 7

Thursday April 18
ON CAMPUS

The Staff Development Committee of the
UOP Staff Council present Free Line
Dancing Lessons, 5:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.,
Drama Department Drama 1. Instructor
Frances Feicht, Limited space available,
^call for reservations 946-2206.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The American
President." In Rob Reiner's new politicalromantic comedy, a U.S. president, who's
a recent widower, falls for an idealistic
lobbyist and struggles to balance his presi
dency with his new love life. Michael
Douglas stars as the lonely chief of state
and Annette Bening is the dedicated en
vironmentalist who rekindles his sense of
decency and his passio for life. Rated PG13. McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
General admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12, free to UOP stu
dents with valid stickers.

OFF CAMPUS

Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that
the Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues

days ntfbtigivstittaays. Ptee-. - * - *•* * *

Karen Karllson, Children's Museum Resi
dent Artist, Make Your Own Earth Day
Poster, 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Barnes and
Noble Bookstore, 660 W. March Lane, for
more information call 472-7495.

Friday April 19

Students' Festival, 6 p.m. to 1 a.m., Hand
Hall Lawn. Bungee runs, bounce houses,
caricatures, sumo wrestling, Velcro walls,
cotton candy, snow coes, churros, pop
corn and more. Featuring the music of
"Bobby Warren and the Dangerous
Band."

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "The American
President." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free to
UOP students with valid stickers. See April
18 for more details.
All-Campus Barbecue and Festival, 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Atchley Walkway, Pub
lic invited $5 per person or meal card.
Featuring the musfc of "Midnight
Voices."

OFF CAMPUS

Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58
artists whose work Is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that
the Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues
days through Sundays. Free.
"Cinderella." Atherton Auditorium,
Stockton Ballet San Joaquin, Dorothy
Percival: Ballet aversion of the classic
fairytale to the music of Sergi Prokofiev.
2 p.m. to 8 p.m., for more information
call 477-4141.

Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that
the Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues
days through Sundays. Free.
"Cinderella." Atherton Auditorium,
Stockton Ballet San Joaquin, Dorothy
Percival. Ballet aversion of the classic
fairytale to the music of Sergi Prokofiev.
2 p.m. to 8 p.m., for more information
call 477-4141,
7th Annual Manteca Earth Day Celebra
tion, Library Park, Manteca City spon
sored event, Arts & Crafts, educational &
informational booths, children's events,
entertainment and food, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Free. For more information call (209) 8252358.
Concert: "Le Printemps." First Presbyte
rian Church, Stockton Chorale, Master
Choral and the Youth Choral, Bach Can
tata 106: Gottes Zeit. For more informa
tion call (209) 951-6494.

"Oldies But Goodies" dance, Stoclu
SUSD Black Employees' Association
details call Mary Flenoy-Kelley 953.305J 1 [

Sunday April 21
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The American
President." McCaffrey Center Theater 8
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free t0
UOP students with valid stickers. See April
18 for more details.

0

All interested students, faculty and staff
are invited to attend all academic sessions
of the special conference, "John Muir in
Historical Perspective." The registration
fee for all academic sessions will be
waived for all UOP faculty, student and
staff, provided seating is available. Events
that provide food service or tours are not
included in this waiver. One unit of aca
demic credit can be earned for conference
participation. All interested participants
must register to attend sessions. For reg
istration information and a list of speak
ers, events and times, call Pearl Piper at
the John Muir Center for Regional Stud
ies 946-2527, or drop by the John Muir
Center office, Wendell Phillips Center
229 and pick up a copy of the program
and registration form.

OFF CAMPUS

Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the: 58
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that
the Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The ElEi
be open to the public through May
the museum in Victory Park, 12
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m.
days through Sundays. Free.
"Cinderella." Atherton Auditormrn,
Stockton Ballet San Joaquin Do om)
Percival. Ballet aversion of
f .
fairytale to the music of Sergi 0
2 p m. to 8 p.m., for more information
call 477-4141.

I

Cooking Seminar, Kautz Ironstone Vine
yards, 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Concert: Music at theMUr^moredeHaggin Museum, Stockton,
tails call 462-1566.

Monday April 22
ON CAMPUS

FFREYCENASUOP Senate Meeting- McC
^ ,j ,
ter Conference Room, 8:30 pp.m.
George
Concert of Prayer, 7:30 p.m. in
Wilson Hall.

OFF CAMPUS
. Goerrero
Two Stockton artists, Mig!
the 58
a
and Dennis Leinfelder are
ktonN artists whose work is in
ujfcition tha
tional Print and Drawing
will op«
the Stockton Arts Commissio

r
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at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues
days through Sundays. Free.
Earth Day Educational Event: Stockton
City of Stockton Public Works Depart
ment, for more details call Fred Patterson
(209) 93 7-8831.

'neater, s
JiiOfo,
Mesto

Tuesday April 23
ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Circle of
Friends." Ireland circa 1950 is the setting
for this poignant and humorous comingof-age stroy based on the novel by Maeve
Binchy. Nan, Eve, and Benny are small
town girls who go off to college in Dublin
where they meet handsome, charismatic,
and popular Jack Foley (Chris O'Donnell).
Suprisingly, it is Benny (Minnie Driver),
the "plain Jane" of the group, who in
stantly attracts him with her warmth,
honesty and humor. Their friendship
turns into a love that grows increasingly
more complicated as friends, family and
some tragic events intervene. Rated PG13. McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
General admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12, free to UOP stu
dents with valid stickers.
Free and Confidential H.I.V. testing at the
Health Center, 6 to 8 p.m. Questions? Call
946-9315.

the Universe Made
in L
^,,Man- ^op Professor Dr. Williams
Will discuss this topic in the Tiger Lounge
8
Grace Covell, 7:30 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that
the Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues
days through Sundays. Free.

I

I
i

Thursday April 25
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Copy Cat."
Holly Hunter stars with acclaimed actress
Sigourney Weaver as a policewoman and
a forensic psychiatrist hot on the trail of
a ruthless serial killer who is mimicking
the techniques of the world's most noto
rious murders. Rated R. McCaffrey Cen
ter Theater, 8 p.m. General admission is
$3, $1.50 for seniors and children under
12, free to UOP students with valid stick
ers.
The Staff Development Committee of the
UOP Staff Council present Free Line
Dancing Lessons, 5:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.,
Drama Department Drama 1. Instructor
Frances Feicht, Limited space available,
call for reservations 946-2206.

i
is

K

Mohammed Bilal, (pictured) guest on MTV's "The Real
World," discusses AIDS awareness and diversity issues Q &
A on Friday April 19 from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. McCaffrey
Center Theater.

the Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues
days through Sundays. Free.

Jesus Week '96. Chi Alpha presents a party
on the patio, Regents Dining Room, 7:30
p.m. Enjoy free java, meeting new people,
listening to music and asking the panel
your pressing life questions.

Jesus Week '96: Hear amazing stories
about students' life changing experiences,
McCaffrey Center, Noon.

Tuesday World Forum presents: "Russia:
Black Market, Gray Market, Red Market."
Elena Savelieva, UOP's visiting lecturer of
Russian from the University of St. Peters
burg, will discuss the impact of current
market activities in her homeland, Noon
to 1 p.m., Bechtel Internaional Center,
lunch will be served free to all UOP stu
dents, all others are asked to contribute a
$2 or $3 donation.

Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that
the Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues
days through Sundays. Free.

OFF CAMPUS

The Literary Society will present a discus
sion of the book "Ellen Foster" by Kaye
Gibbons, 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the cafe.
Barnes and Noble Bookstore 660 W.
March Lane, for more information call
Chris Anderson, 472-7495.

11th Annual Stockton Asparagus Festival,
Oak Grove Regional Park, 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. This annual celebration of the spring
asparagus harvest is scheduled every
April. The festival is highlighted by deli
cious food and great entertainment.
Come taste the "official" asparagus dishes
of the Festival at the world-renown As
paragus Alley and let us entertain you at
any of the four stages. Over 100 non
profit organizations benefit from the
event. For more about the Arts and Crafts
Show call the Arts Commission at (209)
937-7488, for information about the fes
tival call its sponsor, the Stockton-San
Joaquin Vistors and Convention Bureau
at 943-1987 or Gamut Promotions at 4666653.

Friday April 26

Saturday April 27

ON CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that
'he Stockton Arts Commission will open
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will
be open to the public through May 19 at
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N.
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues
days through Sundays. Free.

Wednesday April 24
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Circle of

Friends." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8

P-m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free to
HOP students with valid stickers. See April
23 for more details.
Free and Confidential H.I.V. testing at the
Health Center, 9 to 11 a.m. Questions?
Call 946-9315.

l

OFF CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Copy Cat."
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers. See April 25 for more
details.
Jesus Week '96: Former UOP football star
Darwin Benjamin will speak, 8 p.m. in
the Z Building.

OFF CAMPUS

Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the S8
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Copy Cat."
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $1.SO for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers. See April 25 for more
details.

OFF CAMPUS

1 lth Annual Stockton Asparagus Festival,
Oak Grove Regional Park, 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. This annual celebration of the spring
asparagus harvest is scheduled every
April. The festival is highlighted by deli
cious food and great entertainment.
Come taste the "official" asparagus dishes
of the Festival at the world-renown As

itI
i!'

)t

paragus Alley and let us entertain you at
any of the four stages. Over 100 non
profit organizations benefit from the
event. For more about the Arts and Crafts
Show call the Arts Commission at (209)
937-7488, for information about the fes
tival call the Stockton-San Joaquin Vistors
and Convention Bureau at 943-1987 or
Gamut Promotions at 466-6653.

UOP Sports
(times subject to change)
April 18
•Tennis-M-UC Davis-Brookside Courts

n
'if

1:30 p.m.
April 19
•Baseball-UNLV-Hebert Field 7 p.m.

April 20
•Baseball-UNLV-Hebert Field 1 p.m.
April 21
Baseball-UNLV-Hebert Held 1 p.m.
April 26
•Baseball-New Mexico State-Hebert
Field 7 p.m.
April 27
•Baseball-New
Field 1 p.m.
•Softball-Long Beach State (2j-Sfmoni
Field 1 p.m.
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23rd President

of the
University 01 uie
Pacific

In honor of your inauguration the UOP Book Store is celebrating

J

President's Week Sale
April 18th - April 24th

•I
— Imprinted UOP Gifts & Wearables
i

UOP
Jackets • Golf Shirts
Backpacks • Glassware

UOP
Pens and
Pencils

25%%F

20% OFF

Stars & Stripes Inaugural Specials
All Red, White & Blue
Wearables
Tees • Fleece • Polos • Shorts

Electronics Department Specials

Poet's Corner

Still a virgin after all these years
CYNTHIA VALDIVIA
Pacifican guest writer
The next time I buy Cosmo,
it'll be covered with a picture
of a
beautiful
300 pound woman.
No
whisper-thin illusion
of airbrushed perfection—
I want to see a woman
of substance
with a sexy glimmer in her
baby blues, and blonde hair
coquettishly curled
about a face
washed free
of propriety
The next time I buy Cosmo,
it'll be covered with a picture
of a
40 year old woman
whose
twins are fathered
artificially.
On the day her daughters
are born,

she'll eat a New York ste;iL
for breakfast
and
a New York
doctor for lunch-then W.
the hospital in a
New York minute,
the three become one.
The next time I buy Cosmo
it'll be covered with a picture
of a
barely recognizable womanthe nobody who is somebodv
sister daughter lover wife
Hers are the labored hands
gratefully accepted as they
lift fragile limbs
with gentle strength
to wipe away
traces of incontinence
with dignity—
a friend for life.
The next time 1 buy Cosmo
will be my first time.

Rusty didn't care who was watching
MATT DE LA PENA
Pacifican staff writter
Rusty I heard about you
and your fat lumpy old body of rat
inside your metal cage
three white coats mulling around you
in a grey room/ not even a picture on the wall
much different from the lab in Albuquerque
three levers sat in front of your beady red eyes
one when pressed dripped cool clear water
another a few pieces of the tastiest rat food
and the last gave an electric shock
to your pituitary gland
triggering a sexual response in your little rat brain
now I've seen a well hung horse
clutch the mane of another horse in its teeth
and drive it home like a machine
I've seen a horny dogs eyes roll back
as it humped an ugly fat womans leg
and I suppose it's true
that guys my age will fuck just about anyone
on those certain nights
but goddam Rusty/ you stand alone
after you sniffed the first two levers quickly
and zeroed in on the third
pushing it again and again
an average of 1000 times an hour
for sixteen straight hours
until finally you dropped from exhaustion
into a small round heap of satisfied rat
at the bottom of your metal cage

'xrii

F*
gift shop®

*Balloons, stuffed animals,
plants, flowers and more!
*Many gift items for Secretaries
Day' ion Wednesday, April 24th
(209) 463-0446
3Q7 E. Weber Ave.
Stockton. CA 95202

THE

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Monday - Friday

Delta • Net

Local Internet Access
8026 Lorraine Ave. #218
Stockton, CA 95210
Voice: 209-473-5950 Fax: 209-473-5951
e-mail: roger@deltinet.com

(209) 478-6290
232-1 GRAND CANAL BLVD. 't • STOCKTON. CA O5207
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTRANCE

Catering Available

Providing Local Internet access
for as little as $9.95/month.
Premium dial up accounts are
available at $24.95/month.

GENERAL MOTORS MARKETING INTERNSHIP PRESENTS:

The Pacific

KPAC

What you're
missing by
not listening

c. COLTON
Pacifican guest writter

ICO

SportSmack recap for the

m

show
fired up

P
&
with talk about the new Major Leas?
fiar
Soccer which opened its season £
(tOt
weekend. One of the first callers w»
tlw
skeptical about the league's chance o oat
survival. Another caller gave listen
0
ers a recap of the San Jose Clash's sold
hk
out first game, since she had attended
l«|)i
it. She was one ofthe first callers "ON *ii
FIRE!" thanks to her in-depth cover
age.
tAi
The weekly calls bashing Magic thre<
Johnson came and merited several asm
"ON DRUGS" but a couple of callers
,*
actually defended him and were re In tli
warded handsomely. Later in the pro
fl(
gram a caller said that A little-known •sing
NBA analyst was brought into the Kt.
booth for some guest commentary Ithey
He argued with callers that the Sacra HWit
mento Kings need a big man more I®
than they need a point guard in the I use
upcoming NBA draft.
Towards the end of the show it Hie
was apparent that many callers were tetst
"ON DRUGS" and the show was get
ting out of hand. Luckily, I was out mn
of time and pulled the plug with an
ne;
emphatic Stockton Salute.
meat
I got nothin' left.
My I
!P„riI ™:The

Chase Chevrolet

'0

1

1

"Put Your Dollar in a Chevy"
Try your luck at winning
a brand new Chevy Blazer
at Pacific Boardwalk
University of the Pacific
Saturday April 20th 1996
8;00pm to 12:00am
Rides, Food and Fun for
Everyone.
Boardwalk is sponsored by UPBEAT a division of ASUOP
Sponsored by Chase Chevrolet-Geo and Chevy Truck World

gin

APPLY NOW

tit v

I April 18, 1996

Arts

Igyicert review

hoadles, Red Hot Chili Peppers
entertain concert goers
(rONY HIGHTOWER

cifican staff writer

A couple of weeks ago, my room
mate asked me if I'd like to buy a
i-ouple of tickets for the Red Hot Chili
Peppers concert at the Cow Palace in
San Francisco. Not only was I going
10 see one of the wildest bands of all
time,® but also up-and-coming band
ihe Toadies.
All that for only $20 a ticket!
| rhe opportunity was too sweet to
pass up, so on the Friday before the
show I drove the two hours to my
house to pick up my friend, and
•urned around on Saturday to drive
the three hours back to San Francisco.
I was not in the mood for a lousy
show.
In the beginning, 1 thought it was
|?oing to be a hellish long night. The
opening band was called Weapon of
Choice Their style was strictly funk,
|and they attempted to relay this per
sona with the glittery apparel, brass
instruments, and 20 person entou
rage used by their forefathers of the
70s.
The result, however, was a bad
mpersonation of Fishbone and
George Clinton. I spent the entire set
j listening to the lead singer chant
'Nutmeg" over and over as I buried
ny head in my hands.
My friend fell asleep! People were
lying in the aisles! This wasn't a con
t'd, it was General Session for Men
tor!
The Toadies snapped me out of
though.The band whipped the
(fowd into a frenzy, pounding
through their hit singles "Possum
Mngdom," "I Burn," and "I Come
rom the Water," along with other
v,ngs from their hit album "Rubber
neck. "
Though they looked like three
>s and a girl that you could just
nnd in the street, there was nothing
|°rdinary about their music.
Throughout the set, especially
during "Possum Kingdom," vocalist
'odd Lewis mesmerized the crowd
"I'll haunting wails.
In around 50 minutes, the Toad.*5 managed to elevate the crowd into
('Kildly frenetic state. There were
I "**11 pits, fights, crowd surfing, and
jltoes flying everywhere!
I In other words, it was heaven! I
pill never forget the sound of apffcimately 20,000 people screaming
ik
^OU wanna die?!" at the top of
' "fch lungs. The party had just begun.
the Red Hot Chili Peppers
**>k the stage, they wasted no time
Setting started. Without warning.

they blazed into "Give It Away." Even
the lead singer, Anthony Kiedis,
donned a guitar to rock the crowd
(though he did appear a bit confined
with the extra weight to carry
around.)

My friend fell asleep!
People were dying in the
aisles! This wasn't a
concert, it was General
Session for Mentor!
Ioward the end of the song, a
flash flew through the air at Kiedis,
sending him flailing back. Around
two minutes later, after receiving
some assistance, Kiedis returned to
the microphone and explained that
someone had just pelted him in the
forehead with a bottle of Baccardi
rum.
I feared that this would be the end
of the show, but instead of pouting
like most rockers would, Kiedis told
the person who threw it, "I love you."
It doesn't get any better than that.
The Chili Peppers showed exactly
why they have been at the top of the
rock world for over 12 years. Kiedis
exhibited the frenzied stage presence
you would expect from seeing their

I

music videos, while remaining in
control throughout.
Bassist Flea bounced and funked
his way around stage for the whole
show, leading the crowd through
Pea" and delivering a touching ren
dition of "Jesus, I Don't Want To Die
Alone."
Dave Navarro hammered away at
the guitar with the fury that lead him
to legendary status with Jane's Addic
tion, and Chad Smith kept the pace
steady throughout the set, until he
destroyed his entire drum kit at the
end of "Deep Kick."
This concert showed me some
thing, not only about the band's abtli
ties, but about the band in general.
The Chili Peppers, though they have
battled both personal and profes
sional demons, are still the kids who
started out in 1984.
They do their jobs, and they have
fun too. In a time when the musk
industry is flcxnled with egocentrk
weirdos, what more could you want
from a band?
**** I'd do it again, and again, and
again!
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Men's volleyball

prepare for MPSF playoffs
CHRIS HOULE
Pacifican staff writer
For the past three years, Pacific's
final two regular season games have
marked the end of the season and a
"look to the future" attitude for the
Tigers.
But the times are changing for
the UOP men's volleyball program.
After their last two conference
games this past weekend, the Tiger's
season is not finished. In fact, a new
season begins on Saturday night
when Pacific makes their first playoff
appearance in the program's brief
four year history.
"It was business as usual," said
head coach Joe Wortman, referring to
his team's preparation for the final
two league matches of the season.
"Mentally, we were prepared to play
good volleyball."
Although the Tigers had already
clinched a spot in the post-season, it
was important for them to stay fo
cused on winning.
"We wanted to keep a high level
of play going, still make some strides,
and not fall in the rankings," said
Wortman.
The Tigers did just that by win
ning their two matches against San
Diego St. and UC San Diego last week
end.
On Friday night, Pacific swept
three games from SDSU 15-7, 16-14
15-6.
After losing the first game, the
^ a g a i ' m V C l T a t . ^
the MPSF playoffs, beginning
O t t e n f e this
l d p Se
r e to
Aztecs (10-17, 4-14) made a charge at
the Tigers in game two, coming from
behind to tie the score at 14-14. Three
between games two and three.
George added 11 kills, while hitting
sideouts followed before Pacific broke
ished at 12-7 in the Mountain
As for the match, the Tigers
.625.
through for two straight points to win
Sports
Federation Conference.
crushed UC San Diego in three games
Seniors
Pomeroy
and
Lennon
the game, and eventually the match.
They
are now focusing on tl
15-4, 15-8, 15-8.
also provided some offensive fire
The Tigers hit a solid .356 as a
playoffs.
The Tritons (4-21, 0-19) jumped
power in their final home match.
team, with junior outside hitter Greg
The top three finishers in eac
out to a quick lead at 3-2 in game one,
Pomeroy contributed 11 kills while
Wakeham leading the way with 27
division
of the conference earn aut«
but it was all Tigers from there. Pa
Lennon added 10 kills and two ser
kills. Middle blockers Martin
matic
playoff
berths, and the ne
cific finally got rolling and cruised to
vice aces.
Berkenkamp and Adam George both
two
teams
with
the best conferee
the 15-4 win, while hitting an as
added 14 kills and seven digs each.
"This
was
a
good
momentum
records
also
qualify
for the eight teai
tounding .630 as a team.
builder for us," said Wakeham, the
This was one of the last chances
tournament.
UOP
finished tied
A little spark off the bench
nation's leader in kills per game. "The
that we'll have to practice under game
third
place
in
the
Pacific D'VIS!_
helped the Tigers win games two and
regular
season
is
finished
and
it's
time
conditions before going to the play
with Stanford but lost the tie-bre
three.
to start focusing on the playoffs."
offs," said Berkenkamp. "It was very
The
Tigers, however, clinched on
Middle blocker Dave Ottenfeld
important that we play well."
The
win
also
gave
the
seniors
a
the
at-large
spots because of their
used his "Otty Bomb" floater serve for
chance to finish their home volley
Saturday night not only saw a
ference
record.
. .u~
two straight aces to put the Tigers
ball careers with a victory.
Tiger victory, but also the final home
The
Tigers
will
face
UCLAa
^
ahead for good. Donelly then caught
game for the six Tiger seniors on the
It was a nice way to end our
home
court
of
Pauley
Pavilho
fire by digging two balls and finish
team: outside hitters Jason Donelly
home careers," said Gan, who dished
Saturday night.
„
ing the game with two consecutive
ose'
Billy Iler, Tim Lennon, and Tyler
out 46 assists and had eight digs. "It
"We
have
nothing
to
'
nfj
blocks, including game point.
Pomeroy, setter Russell Gan, and
felt good to finish the season with
Wortman.
"Right
now,
our
Wakeham had 13 kills to lead the
four straight home wins."
middle blocker Adam George. The six
dence level is high and we are
Tigers, who hit .394 as a team while
were honored at a brief ceremony in
The No. 7 ranked Tigers moved
ing great volleyball."
holding UCSD to just .164 as a team.
their record to 17-9 overall and fin

Pacific Athletic Foundation Member

Call Us First
For Solutions To Your Business & Personal

COMPUTER NEEDS
SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR
Mac & IBM Compatible
Computers & Accessories

Authorized Dealer For:

IBM

^
5

]

comPAa
•IhcierM
HEWLETT
PACKARD

Complete Network Support

SOFTWARE &
I COMPUTERS

SMAPP.

Printers • Modems • Software

brother

Add-On Cards • Custom Cables

We Deliver Call Us At

We Sell New & Used Computers

(209)957-5555

704 Vftesl Swoln Road • Stockton, California

This past week, the UOP baseball
team earned its first win in the Big
West Conference against San Jose
State. This win was important in
boosting the Tigers' record to 18-17
and 1-9 in the Big West.
Earlier in the week the Tigers lost
to Cal in the bottom of the ninth.
Cal's Pete Economos hit a sacrifice fly
to left, scoring a runner and propel
ling Cal to the 6-5 victory.
UOP tied the game in the top of
the ninth with Dee Green's RBI
single. Vet the Tigers were unable to
score again and were unable to keep
Cal from scoring in the ninth. This
was UOP's seventh straight loss.
Ron lewis was the top hitter for
the Tigers, going 3-for-5 with two
RBIs. Also contributing were Green,
Shane Rooney, David Gradstein and

Tim Schmierer with two hits apiece,
while Ramy Dickinson hit a solo
home run to lead off the sixth inning.
UOP's next game was on Satur
day, against the San Jose State Spar
tans. This game helped them break
their seven game losing streak and
gave them their first Big West Con
ference win.
Ihe game went down to the 10th
inning UOP's Ramy Dickinson
doubled to get on base, and then
came around to score on Matt
Nelson's single, giving the Tigers the
lead and the win.
Even though it was the Tigers'
first victory in the conference, they
have played some very good ball this
season. Their biggest problem has
been holding onto their leads, and
finishing up the game. There are still
enough games for them to improve
their record, and hopefully make
something happen.

ELB9BAI0 HEWING GN
A UOP SPECIALS A
Every Thursday Night
$5 50 Pitchers 7 30-11 00
Bong Your Colege 10

A LIVE MUSIC A
Wednesday 6 30 - 8 30
Friday 4 Sal/day 8 00-1100
NO COVER CHARGE
Bring This Ad In For Happy Hour
Prices Any DsyfAny Tims

157 W Adams St
(209)948-ALES

Just Off Pacific Ave On The
Miracle Mite Behmd BasMrvRottons
Offer VaM Unit May 31.1996
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1 Men's tennis

!

| rhough the UOP softball team
en down on their play their last
nes, this past week they deI it was time for a change. The
s took a new approach to their
it games this week, instead of worabout how they are, and who
rare playing, they just went out
1 fun.
he Tigers first faced San Jose
e in a doubleheader at home last
Jnesday. Freshman pitcher,
Softball coach Brian Kolze
dee McArthur, got the call for
h games and looked as if she was
doubles for the Tigers.
(having a good time. The first
"We executed the bunt perfectly
1 was an all-around beating by
to put runners in scoring position,
igers. UOP hammered nine hits
then we got hits to score them," said
ist the first five innings before the
UOP coach Brian Kolze of the first
c was called by the eight-run rule,
game. "In the second game, we hit as
all went out there happy and not
well as we did in the first game and
ping," said McArthur.
we played great catch."
The• ganie was won not only by
McArthur was not only "on fire"
nse,
e, with eight Tigers getting hits,
for the outings against the Spartans,
efense as well. The Tigers were
allowing just one hit in the first game
ess, throughout, playing like a
and two in the second, but also in the
oiled machine. UOP also played
Tigers outing against New Mexico
t offense, laying down three sacState. She allowed just four hits in the
ir-pbunts' a" in run-scoring rallies.
first game against the Roadrunners,
| »ere was only one extra base hit by
getting the win. However, they did
when Beth Corriea hit a
lose in the nightcap, even with a great
run double in the six-run fifth,
effort by Carolyn and Debbie Wilson,
final inning.
each getting two hits in the game.
Ibe second game was just more
UOP found the key to turning
ne same, as the Tigers continued
around their play, go out and have
•re they left off, pounding the ball.
some fun. "We were all having fun.
" 'eadoff hitter, Beth Cordes startHopefully we've got everything
jjit, going 3-4 with a triple and four
turned back around," said McArthur.
^ Also adding in the hitting feast
If the Tigers recent play is any ex
;Debbie Wilson, who added two
ample of that,I would say they have.

JOSHUA M. BASKIN
Pacifiean staff writer

j

[UA M. BASKIN
ican staff writer

Tigers earn first
conference victory

>

OP Softball just
aving some fun

The doubles team of
Toshi Yanahara
(left) and foe
Gonzales defeated
their .San Jose State
opponents lad
Wednesday. The
Tigers' next match
is today at 1:30
p.m. at Brookside
Courts against UC
Davis.
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VOTE for a
Student Government
that works!

Measure A
-

PURPOSE: The ASUOP Senate needs to address student issues and corporate business in a
timely and productive manner. The size and proportion of Senate is not conducive to the efficient
performance of matters related to general business and public relations. In order to become more
effective, this bill proposes reducing the size of Senate and allocating representation to create a
better depiction of the Student Body.

It is proposed that Senate be comprised of elected representation from each constituent
school, and senators at large. The chairperson of the Senate will continue to be the Speaker of the
Senate/ASUOP Vice President. Ex-officio members will include ASUOP President, ASUOP
Treasurer, ASUOP Legal Affairs Commissioner, and ASUOP Faculty/Staff Advisor. This policy
will by fuily implemented by 1997-1998, at the latest.
POLICY: Article II, Section 2, A & B will be removed from the Constitution and replaced with

the following membership of the ASUOP Senate:
A.
Elected Members of the Senate:
A.
The College the Pacific Association (1)
B.
The Student Association of School of Business Administration (1)
C.
The Open Assemblies of the School of International Studies (1)
D.
The Academy of Students of Pharmacy (1)
E.
The School of Education Student Association (1)
F.
The Associated Engineering Students (1)
G.
The Conservatory Student Senate (1)
H.
The University College Student Organization (1)
I.
The Graduate School Senator (1) [contingent upon proper approval of
graduate students and University system approval]
J.
Senators at Large (3)
Ex-Officio Members:
A.
ASUOP President
B.
ASUOP Vice President/Speaker of the Senate
C.
ASUOP Treasurer
D.
ASUOP Legal Affairs Commissioner (Parliamentarian)
E.
ASUOP Faculty/Staff Advisor
B. Responsibilities, duties, and guidelines for the process of election or appointment of the
Senate members are in the ASUOP Bylaws.

^

JUSTIFICATION: Currently, the ASUOP Senate is comprised of two (2) senators from each
constituent school, two (2) from each class, one (1) RHA senator, one (1) Off-Campus senator,
two (2) Greek Council senators, in addition to the ex-officio members. The size has lent itself to
intimidating settings and cumbersome organizational logistics. It would be more efficient to have
an university official on the Senate, to promote greater communication between ASUOP and the
University. The goal of this new structure is to increase the effectiveness, cohesiveness, and
communication levels of ASUOP. This structure allows for representation of all students,
including participation in campus-wide committees that require a representative from the Legislative
branch.
NOTE: Upon passage, the A^^Miylaws and Election Code will be updated accordingly and
returned to the Senate for a^^H^fhey will also be amended to include the same election time
frame for Senators am

• NO
POLLING DATES:
Locations & Times
McCaffrey Center (10:00 AM to 2:00 PM)
Elbert Covell Dining Hall (4:00 PM to 7:00 PM)
Pharmacy School (9:00 AM to 1:30 PM)
Grace Covell Dining Hall (4:00 PM to 7:00 PM)

April 23
April 24

